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ABSTRACT
We have conducted a 12CO(2-1) survey of several molecular gas complexes in the vicinity of H II regions
within the spiral galaxy NGC 300 using the Atacama Large Millimeter Array. Our observations attain
a resolution of 10 pc and 1 km s−1, sufficient to fully resolve Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs), and
are the highest to date obtained beyond the Local Group. We use the CPROPS algorithm to identify
and characterize 250 GMCs across the observed regions. GMCs in NGC 300 appear qualitatively and
quantitatively similar to those in the Milky Way disk: they show an identical scaling relationship
between size R and linewidth ∆V (∆V ∝ R0.48±0.05), appear to be mostly in virial equilibrium, and
are consistent with having a constant surface density of 60 M pc−2. The GMC mass spectrum is
similar to those in the inner disks of spiral galaxies (including the Milky Way). Our results suggest
that global galactic properties such as total stellar mass, morphology, and average metallicity may not
play a major role in setting GMC properties, at least within the disks of galaxies on the star-forming
main sequence. Instead, GMC properties may be more strongly influenced by local environmental
factors such as the mid-plane disk pressure. In particular, in the inner disk of NGC 300 we find this
pressure to be similar to that in the local Milky Way but markedly lower than that in the disk of M51
where GMCs are characterized by systematically higher surface densities and a higher coefficient for
the size-linewidth relation.
Keywords: galaxies: individual (NGC 300) – galaxies: ISM – ISM: clouds – ISM: molecules – radio
lines: galaxies – techniques: interferometric
1. INTRODUCTION
Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs) are the cold, dense,
turbulent structures within the interstellar medium
(ISM) in which essentially all stars form. GMCs thus
represent the initial conditions for star formation, and so
understanding their properties and life cycle is the key to
understanding the interplay between gas and stars within
galaxies. GMCs are most easily traced (particularly in
external galaxies) by emission from the low-lying rota-
tional (J) states of the CO molecule, which are readily
excited via collisions at the 5–20 K temperatures found in
clouds, and been shown to be co-extensive with molecular
hydrogen (H2) above modest hydrogen gas column den-
sities (i.e., NH & 1.4× 1021 cm−2; van Dishoeck & Black
1988). The term “GMC” was first coined to describe
structures with H2 masses in excess of 10
5 M (Solomon
& Edmunds 1980); here, for simplicity, we will use the
terms “GMC” and “cloud” interchangeably to refer to
all molecular gas structures we detect.
Based primarily on Milky Way observations over
the last several decades, GMCs have become a well-
characterized class of objects. They typically have
masses M of a few thousand to a few million M, sizes
R of a few to about a hundred pc, and highly super-
sonic bulk velocity dispersions σv (e.g., Heyer & Dame
2015, and references therein). In the inner several kpc
Electronic address: cfaesi@cfa.harvard.edu
of the Milky Way, GMCs are distributed by mass as
a power law with slope γ ≈ −1.6 (e.g., Solomon et al.
1987; Rosolowsky 2005; Rice et al. 2016). Larson (1981)
identified three key empirical GMC scaling relationships
that have become canonical diagnostics for the structure
and physical conditions of clouds: (1) a power law scal-
ing between size and velocity dispersion (or equivalently,
linewidth) such that R ∝ σ0.5v , suggesting that GMCs
reflect the scale-dependent, hierarchical turbulent struc-
ture of the ISM; (2) an approximate balance between
gravitational potential energy and kinetic energy, im-
plying that clouds are on average gravitationally bound;
and, (3) M ∝ R2, which implies a constant mass surface
density. These relations have subsequently been studied
in great detail and verified to hold in Milky Way molec-
ular clouds (e.g., Solomon et al. 1987; Lombardi et al.
2010; Rice et al. 2016; Nakamura et al. 2017).
While Milky Way observations have established the
empirical foundation for GMCs, Galactic studies are sub-
ject to a number of observational challenges including
cloud blending along the line-of-sight and difficulty in
measuring distances due to our unique embedded van-
tage point within the Galaxy’s disk. With the advent of
modern (sub)millimeter interferometers and large single
dish telescopes, it has recently become possible to achieve
tens-of-parsec resolution and sufficient surface brightness
sensitivity to marginally resolve and characterize GMCs
in many nearby galaxies. The distance to all clouds in
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(low inclination) extragalactic systems is essentially iden-
tical, meaning that uncertainties in distance-dependent
properties such as size and mass are only affected in a
relative sense, and blending is no longer an issue. Over
the past two decades high-resolution CO observations
have been conducted for a handful of galaxies beyond
the Milky Way, including M33 (Engargiola et al. 2003;
Rosolowsky et al. 2003, 2007; Gratier et al. 2012), M31
(Lada et al. 1988; Rosolowsky 2007; Sheth et al. 2008),
the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC; Fukui et al. 2001,
2008; Hughes et al. 2010; Wong et al. 2011), IC 342 (Hi-
rota et al. 2011), M51 (Schinnerer et al. 2013; Colombo
et al. 2014), NGC 300 (Faesi et al. 2016), M83 (Freeman
et al. 2017), various Local Group dwarf galaxies (e.g.,
Schruba et al. 2017; Bolatto et al. 2008, and references
therein), and several other nearby (D ∼ 3 – 8 Mpc) spi-
ral galaxies (e.g., Rebolledo et al. 2012; Donovan Meyer
et al. 2013).
GMC properties in other galaxies appear to broadly
span a similar range of physical properties as those ob-
served in the Milky Way, within the limited resolution
and sensitivity available to these studies. However, some
studies have begun to show the importance of envi-
ronment in setting macroscopic cloud properties (e.g.,
Hughes et al. 2013; Colombo et al. 2014). The GMC
mass spectrum in M33 is significantly steeper beyond
2 kpc than in the inner galaxy (Gratier et al. 2012), anal-
ogous to the radial variation seen in the Milky Way (Rice
et al. 2016). In M51, the mass spectrum slope is steeper
in the interarm regions than in the spiral arms (Colombo
et al. 2014). In some extragalactic studies, general con-
sistency with the Milky Way size-linewidth relation is
reported (Rosolowsky et al. 2003; Rosolowsky 2007; Bo-
latto et al. 2008; Hirota et al. 2011; Rebolledo et al.
2012; Faesi et al. 2016). In other investigations, the au-
thors find a distinct lack of correlation between size and
linewidth (Wong et al. 2011; Gratier et al. 2012; Hughes
et al. 2013). Similar disagreement is present regarding
the virial state and surface density of clouds.
Due to the differing spatial and spectral resolution,
limited dynamic range, and variety of cloud decomposi-
tion schemes employed in extragalactic studies, it is diffi-
cult to disentangle true physical differences from method-
ological effects. In all previous extragalactic studies
(with the exception of those toward nearby dwarf galax-
ies) no prior observations have obtained spatial resolu-
tion better than ∼ 20 pc or spectral resolution better
than ∼ 2 km s−1, and sample sizes have often been lim-
ited. It may be that the Larson relations observed in the
central Milky Way are universal, but that extragalac-
tic observations have insufficient resolution and/or sen-
sitivity to detect and disentangle molecular gas into its
constituent structures. The apparent universality seen
locally may also potentially be restricted to certain envi-
ronments, likely those similar to the inner disk of our
galaxy. To test these possibilities, it is necessary to
match as nearly as possible the spatial and spectral res-
olution and sensitivity of Milky Way studies.
In the present study we have conducted the high-
est resolution to-date investigation into an extragalac-
tic GMC population beyond the Local Group via At-
acama Large (sub)Millimeter Array (ALMA) observa-
tions of the nearby spiral NGC 300. By targeting a
nearby, southern galaxy, we are able to achieve < 10 pc
and 1 km s−1 resolution at the 1.93 Mpc distance of
the galaxy (Gieren et al. 2004), thereby enabling direct
and salient comparison with the well-characterized Milky
Way GMC population. We focus our attention on re-
gions within the galaxy in which we have measured the
bulk molecular gas content (via CO(2-1) spectroscopy)
and star formation rate (via multiwavelength observa-
tions and population synthesis modeling) on 250 pc
scales (Faesi et al. 2014, hereafter F14). This investiga-
tion follows the pilot study of Faesi et al. (2016) in which
we successfully detected the molecular gas substructure
within a subset of these regions with the Submillimeter
Array (SMA) but only marginally resolved GMC scales
(∼ 40 pc).
This manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2
we present our ALMA observations and data processing.
Section 3 describes our GMC identification and charac-
terization procedure and defines the physical quantities
of relevance. In Section 4 we present a description of
our results, including the basic statistics of our catalog
of 250 clouds. We compile a number of empirical GMC
diagnostics and compare them to the Milky Way and
other galaxies in Section 5. Section 6 involves the role
of global and local galactic environment in setting GMC
properties, and discusses the implications of our results
in the context of previous GMC studies. We summarize
our results in Section 7. Finally, the Appendix discusses
algorithmic details, presents zeroth moment maps of all
observed regions with the detected clouds overlaid, and
includes a table presenting the full cloud catalog.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA
We obtained Atacama Large Millimeter Ar-
ray (ALMA) Cycle 2 observations (project code
2013.1.00586.S; PI: C. Lada) in the CO(2-1) line
at 230.538 GHz towards 48 positions in NGC 300
representing all 42 CO detections plus 6 selected CO
nondetections from the Atacama Pathfinder EXperiment
(APEX) survey of F14. The observed pointing centers
were originally drawn from the H II region catalog
of Deharveng et al. (1988), with refinements made to
better center on CO peaks for the subsample of 10
regions detected with the SMA (Faesi et al. 2016). We
note that our ALMA primary beam FWHM size is
much larger than the vast majority of the Deharveng
et al. (1988) H II regions, and so our study encompasses
both actively star-forming and quiescent portions of
the galaxy. Figure 1 shows the observed regions on a
250 µm Herschel/SPIRE image obtained by our team
(PI: J. Forbrich), and Table 1 lists the observed regions.
2.1. ALMA observations
All targets were observed with the ALMA 12 m array
during Cycle 2 on 9, 12, and 15 December 2014. Each of
the 48 regions was observed for two sets of five 6-second
scans each night, adding up to a total on-source time
of 3.03 minutes per target. Table 2 lists the observing
dates and conditions. Observations of a bandpass cali-
brator (J0334-4008 on 9 December, J2357-5311 on 12 and
15 December) and flux calibrator (Uranus) preceded sci-
ence observations each night. J0106-4034 was observed
as a phase calibrator every ∼ 6 minutes, for a total of ten
30-second observations per night. ALMA was in configu-
ration C34-2/1 for all three observing nights, with 32, 37,
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Figure 1. Herschel/SPIRE 250 µm map of NGC 300 with the 48 ALMA-observed regions presented in this study overlaid as black circles.
The circle sizes are scaled to the ALMA primary beam FWHM of 26.1′′ (250 pc at the 1.93 Mpc distance of NGC 300). The numbers refer
to the region numbers from the Deharveng et al. (1988) catalog, which we also carry forward in our catalog.
and 36 antennas (by night, sequentially) arranged with
baselines ranging from 15.0 m to 348.5 m, implying a
minimum beam angular dimension of 0.9′′ and a maxi-
mum recoverable scale of 10.7′′ (at 230.5 GHz). This cor-
responds to sensitivity to physical scales of 8.4 to 100 pc
at the 1.93 Mpc distance of NGC 300 – ideal for detect-
ing emission from GMCs. The primary beam for the 12
m array was measured to be 26.07′′ at FWHM.
The ALMA Band 6 correlator was set up to have
three spectral windows: two spectral line windows with
resolution 122 kHz (∼ 0.16 km s−1), bandwidth 469
MHz, and centered at 230.538 GHz (to cover 12CO(2-1))
and 219.560 GHz (for C18O(2-1)), adjusted for the local
standard-of-rest velocity of NGC 300, 144 km s−11 (helio-
centric), plus one continuum spectral window with reso-
lution 15.625 MHz (∼ 20 km s−1), bandwidth 1.875 GHz,
and centered at ∼ 231.5 GHz. We did not detect sig-
nificant emission in C18O(2-1) in the pipeline-produced
images and defer further analysis and discussion of that
data to a future paper.
1 https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu
2.2. Data processing
Our data were processed and imaged entirely using
the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA)
package (http://casa.nrao.edu). Calibration was per-
formed manually by the North American ALMA Science
Center team using CASA version 4.3.0. Briefly, the pro-
cessing followed these steps: a priori flagging of autocor-
relation data and data from shadowed antennas, if any;
calibration using the Water Vapor Radiometer data, Tsys,
and antenna positions; bandpass calibration to correct
for varying frequency response; gain calibration to adjust
for phase and amplitude variations with time; and, flux
calibration using the Butler-JPL-Horizons 2012 model
for Uranus to set the flux scale. We adopt ALMA’s
fiducial 1% relative and 5% absolute flux calibration un-
certainty2 and propagate the latter into all calculations
based on absolute flux density measurements.
2.3. Imaging and deconvolution
While the pipeline-imaged data cubes delivered to us
demonstrated clear signal in CO(2-1) across the majority
2 https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/bin/view/ALMA/CalAmp
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Table 1
NGC 300 Regions Observed
Region R.A. decl. ICO
a v0a FWHMa
(J2000) (J2000) (K) km s−1 km s−1
dcl6 00:54:16.39 -37:34:52.5 < 0.014 187.6b · · ·
dcl23 00:54:28.36 -37:41:48.3 0.364 173.6 10.1
dcl24 00:54:28.75 -37:41:32.7 0.045 179.6 15.0
dcl30 00:54:31.71 -37:37:58.4 0.255 195.7 11.5
dcl31 00:54:32.07 -37:37:43.7 0.153 198.1 6.1
dcl34 00:54:32.70 -37:38:42.0 0.313 191.0 7.9
dcl37 00:54:35.38 -37:39:32.4 0.431 185.0 9.4
dcl41 00:54:38.75 -37:41:23.5 0.899 167.1 14.9
dcl45 00:54:40.48 -37:40:51.6 0.057 174.9 15.0
dcl46 00:54:40.56 -37:43:00.5 0.322 167.2 11.4
dcl49 00:54:42.15 -37:39:02.8 0.185 172.2 8.0
dcl52 00:54:42.89 -37:40:01.5 0.602 179.6 10.6
dcl53C 00:54:42.82 -37:42:55.1 0.243 160.6 15.0
dcl56 00:54:44.27 -37:40:23.1 0.128 167.5 4.5
dcl61 00:54:45.39 -37:38:44.0 0.251 161.3 6.4
dcl63 00:54:45.60 -37:37:53.0 0.178 152.0 5.7
dcl65 00:54:46.60 -37:36:29.0 0.188 159.6 5.3
dcl66 00:54:46.94 -37:37:56.1 0.245 153.1 7.0
dcl68 00:54:47.87 -37:38:00.4 0.517 155.1 9.2
dcl69 00:54:48.30 -37:43:40.1 0.412 141.2 7.4
dcl76C 00:54:50.89 -37:40:23.6 0.643 152.8 14.8
dcl77 00:54:50.06 -37:38:20.5 · · · · · · · · ·
dcl79 00:54:51.15 -37:38:22.8 1.140 156.6 9.0
dcl80 00:54:51.15 -37:40:58.3 0.179 144.4 13.0
dcl81 00:54:51.38 -37:41:41.8 0.201 138.8 6.2
dcl85 00:54:51.97 -37:41:35.1 0.284 138.4 6.7
dcl86 00:54:52.44 -37:40:36.4 0.353 146.4 16.9
dcl88 00:54:53.12 -37:43:44.0 0.591 126.4 4.1
dcl93 00:54:54.83 -37:43:41.5 0.319 125.6 9.3
dcl98 00:54:56.38 -37:40:28.1 0.471 134.4 23.2
dcl100 00:54:56.40 -37:41:10.0 0.283 123.1 9.5
dcl103 00:54:57.55 -37:42:24.7 0.413 122.5 7.6
dcl109 00:55:00.37 -37:40:33.0 0.626 123.0 17.9
dcl112 00:55:01.53 -37:44:07.2 0.366 112.3 23.3
dcl114 00:55:02.34 -37:39:53.8 0.971 123.7 16.5
dcl115 00:55:02.63 -37:38:27.0 < 0.158 126.4b · · ·
dcl118B 00:55:04.58 -37:42:49.2 0.267 101.1 8.5
dcl119C 00:55:02.87 -37:43:13.2 0.336 109.2 5.3
dcl122 00:55:04.60 -37:40:55.0 0.423 106.9 8.4
dcl126 00:55:07.45 -37:41:04.1 0.370 98.9 6.1
dcl127 00:55:07.53 -37:41:47.8 0.745 97.2 8.7
dcl129 00:55:08.85 -37:39:27.4 0.251 115.3 4.6
dcl130 00:55:09.05 -37:40:48.0 0.726 100.9 24.1
dcl137A 00:55:12.79 -37:41:37.0 0.324 87.1 7.6
dcl137B 00:55:12.70 -37:41:23.1 0.620 95.5 10.1
dcl137C 00:55:13.86 -37:41:36.9 0.735 97.3 6.5
dcl139 00:55:13.03 -37:44:06.2 0.274 86.3 5.2
dcl140 00:55:14.96 -37:44:14.7 0.312 84.6 7.6
a CO integrated intensity ICO, velocity centroid v0, and spectral Gaussian
fit FWHM from the APEX single dish observations of Faesi et al. (2014)
b v0 for CO nondetections is instead the expected velocity at that position
based on the H I moment 1 map of Puche et al. (1990).
of observed regions, we re-did the entire imaging process
in order to tailor the deconvolution algorithm for our
particular science goals. For one, we aimed to maximize
sensitivity in order to most reliably identify and detect
the full extent of GMCs, thus we used natural weighting.
Since we expect to easily resolve GMCs at our ∼ 10 pc
resolution and thus need sensitivity to extended struc-
ture, we use the multiscale CLEAN algorithm (Cornwell
2008) implemented in CASA. This approach incorporates
basis functions consisting of a series of circular Gaussians
in addition to the delta functions utilized by the standard
CLEAN. Small scales are weighted higher than larger scales
such that the area-normalized weighting is approximately
equal. The multiscale approach has been shown to better
recover extended emission, reducing the depth of nega-
tive emission features and removing low-level flux missed
by standard CLEAN algorithms (e.g., Rich et al. 2008). To
increase our image fidelity at all potential scales of emis-
sion, we set the multiscale parameter to factors of 1, 2,
5, 10, and 15 times the synthesized beam, where the lat-
ter scale corresponds to the maximum recoverable scale
for the array configuration. In practice, emission struc-
tures were well-fit by the smallest two to three scales in
most cases. To balance sensitivity with the need to spec-
trally resolve GMCs, we smoothed our spectral images
to 1 km s−1 velocity resolution. We imaged 200 veloc-
ity channels centered on the NGC 300 systemic velocity
of 144 km s−1 – sufficient to easily include all emission
detected by APEX while placing all regions on the same
velocity grid. The final cubes have 0.15 ′′ pixels and a
spatial extent of 48 ′′.
We CLEANed each of the 48 regions manually and it-
eratively. To begin, we drew by hand a “CLEAN box”
(in this case, a polygon) around all significant and co-
herent emission in the single velocity channel having the
highest peak brightness in the entire data cube. Here
we define “significant” to mean a factor of at least a few
higher by-eye than the noise, and “coherent” to mean
that the emission extends over at least one synthesized
beam in area. We then examined successive contiguous
velocity channels within 20 km s−1 of the APEX peak
velocity and extended the existing CLEAN box created as
described above to cover any additional significant, co-
herent emission found at those velocities. We then used
this extended box as a mask for deconvolution of all im-
age planes. We ran CLEAN for 100 iterations at a time
with loop gain set to 0.1 and a threshold of 4σ, where σ is
the measured RMS noise in emission-free channels of the
individual data cube. After each cycle of 100 iterations
we examined the residuals and extended the CLEAN box to
encompass any additional significant emission that was
now apparent, then re-ran the deconvolution for an ad-
ditional 100 iterations at a time. This process continued
until no additional emission peaks were identified and the
final residuals were CLEANed to 4σ. Once this procedure
was complete, we ran CLEAN again using the final CLEAN
box to a threshold of 2σ in order to recover faint emission
to the edges of clouds (see Section 3).
Since the spatial structure of the emission often varies
between even nearby velocity channels, we also tested
the results of using individual, channel-by-channel CLEAN
boxes instead of a single box for all channels. We com-
pared to the approach described above for three test re-
gions by (a) examining the RMS noise in the final data
cubes, and (b) identifying and characterizing clouds in
each cube using CPROPS. We found no significant differ-
ence in either RMS noise or cloud properties in compar-
ing these approaches, and thus utilized the far less time-
intensive method of a single CLEAN box for each data
cube.
To further test the level of convergence in the deconvo-
lution procedure, we conducted a series of experiments
on one of our data cubes, that of DCL88-126. We choose
this region because it has resolved emission distributed
in multiple structures throughout the primary beam area
and is relatively bright (peak signal-to-noise of ∼ 27).
This analysis is motivated by the convergence tests pre-
sented in Pety et al. (2013). First, we measured the total
CLEANed flux after each major cycle of 100 iterations
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Table 2
ALMA Observation Log
Execution Block Number of Start Time End Time Median Median Median On-source
Antennas (UT) (UT) elevation Tsysa PWV time
(degrees) (K) (mm) (minutes)
uid://A002/X9630c0/X4d3 32 2014 Dec 9 01:45:05 2014 Dec 9 03:02:54 58 67 0.62 48.5
uid://A002/X96bfab/X585 37 2014 Dec 13 00:08:11 2014 Dec 13 01:24:55 71 71 0.83 48.5
uid://A002/X9707f1/X548 36 2014 Dec 15 00:11:45 2014 Dec 15 01:28:09 69 91 2.33 48.5
a for spectral window 0, which contains the CO(2-1) line
in each channel, and tabulated this for 1000 major cy-
cles (using no threshold). We find that in all channels
with significant signal, the total CLEANed flux increases
rapidly within 300 iterations then plateaus, remaining
nearly constant for the remainder of the experiment. It
takes 800 iterations to reach the 2σ threshold defined
above, by which all channels have essentially leveled off
in their total CLEANed flux. As the second test, we
compare the residuals in channels with signal after the
CLEANing reaches the 2σ threshold to the images in
line-free channels of the dirty image, and find that they
are statistically indistinguishable: the residuals look like
noise. Finally, we run the CLEAN procedure for 1600
iterations – a factor of two longer than that needed to
reach the 2σ threshold – and subtract the resulting resid-
uals on a channel-by-channel basis from the residuals of
the final (800 iteration-CLEANed) cubes. The resultant
channel images again look like noise, which we take to
be a sign that the deconvolution has converged to a rea-
sonable extent. Note that since the threshold and mask
are defined in each region individually, the number of
CLEAN iterations varies from a few hundred to several
thousand across the sample, but since these definitions
are based on local noise levels, the conclusions drawn
from our experiments should be representative.
The RMS noise in the final data cubes ranges between
6.6 and 6.8 mJy beam−1, which corresponds to a surface
brightness sensitivity of about 130 mK (using the higher
value). Assuming the median CO-to-H2 conversion fac-
tor and median GMC linewidth from our sample (see
Section 3), this implies a 3σ mass surface density sensi-
tivity of 13.2 M pc−2. This calculation also assumed
a mean molecular weight of µ = 2.2 (i.e. a helium mass
fraction of 0.1) and a CO(2-1) to CO(1-0) line ratio of
0.7. The synthesized beam (i.e., final angular resolution)
is approximately 1.5′′ × 0.9′′, with a position angle of
roughly 90◦ (measured E from N). This translates into
a physical resolution of 14 pc by 8.4 pc at the 1.93 Mpc
distance of NGC 300. From here on we will refer to size
scales primarily in pc, noting the dependence of our as-
sumed distance to the galaxy.
2.4. Continuum data and dust emission upper limits
We also imaged the continuum, averaging the line-free
channels in the two line spectral windows in addition to
the full continuum spectral window. This resulted in a
total effective bandwidth of approximately 2.6 GHz after
excising a narrow peak at 231 GHz that was obvious in
the raw visibility data in most sources. No continuum
emission was detected in any of the regions studied, and
thus we did not attempt to continuum-subtract the spec-
tral line data. The RMS noise level was approximately
0.13-0.15 mJy beam−1, which implies a 3σ upper limit to
the dust mass of 1.6× 103 M at the 1.93 Mpc distance
of NGC 300 for unresolved structures (assuming a dust
temperature of 20 K and an opacity of 0.19 cm2 g−1,
the latter based on the Weingartner & Draine 2001
Milky Way RV = 3.1 dust models
3). This is equiva-
lent to an upper limit of ∼ 2 – 3 × 105 M for the gas
mass based on a dust-to-gas ratio of 1/160 (the appro-
priate metallicity-dependent value from Draine (2009)
for the average metallicity of NGC 300). The highest
(CO-determined) mass unresolved GMC in our sample
is about 5× 104 M, thus our nondetections in 1.3 mm
continuum are consistent with the CO-inferred gas mass
estimates we measure. Based on these calculations, we
are within a factor of ∼ 5 of detecting the peaks of cold
dust emission in NGC 300 GMCs. Equivalently, assum-
ing an area the size of the synthesized beam, the con-
tinuum RMS noise implies a 3σ upper limit to the dust
surface density of 14 M pc−2.
2.5. Comparison to APEX single dish observations
F14 presented single-pointing APEX single dish ob-
servations of several regions in NGC 300, including the
vast majority of those also observed here. To assess the
degree to which our ALMA interferometric observations
recover the single dish flux measured by APEX, we have
performed a comparison between the integrated ALMA
spectrum and APEX single dish spectrum in each re-
gion observed at the same position in both campaigns
(44 regions total). The procedure follows that of Faesi
et al. (2016), which we briefly summarize again here.
First we created a spatial mask for the ALMA data cube
which restricts the region of analysis to include only pix-
els with at least one channel having signal greater than
three times the RMS noise, measured individually for
each pixel. Next, we multiplied each plane of the data
cube by the APEX beam profile, which we estimate as a
Gaussian with FWHM 27′′. Then, we integrated all un-
masked pixels in each channel to create a single ALMA
spectrum. Finally, we summed the spectral flux in a
40 km s−1 wide window centered on the H I velocity at
the region’s position (taken from F14). The resulting
measurement of the CO integrated intensity IALMA is
then divided by IAPEX, the equivalent quantity from F14,
to arrive at the desired ratio Frec ≡ IALMA/IAPEX. We
also compute an uncertainty on this ratio by propagating
the measured uncertainties in the integrated intensities.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of Frec for the 37 re-
gions with (1) > 3σ APEX detections; (2) uncertainties
on Frec less than 0.5; (3) observations at identical po-
sitions in the APEX and ALMA campaigns. We find a
3 https://www.astro.princeton.edu/$\sim$draine/dust/
dustmix.html
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median Frec of 0.63 with typical uncertainties of about
0.2, and a range from 0.34 to approximately unity across
our sample. 62% of the regions are consistent to within
3σ formal uncertainties of recovering all the APEX flux.
The range and median are consistent with the fraction of
single dish intensity recovered in the ten NGC 300 regions
observed by the SMA, as presented in Faesi et al. (2016).
Here, as in that paper, we propose that the majority
of the emission missed by the interferometer is due to
limited surface brightness sensitivity. Our ALMA obser-
vations have a typical sensitivity of 94 mK when scaled
to the APEX channel width of 1.4 km s−1, while the
APEX observations achieved 11 mK on average. This
means there may be low surface brightness CO emission
we are unable to detect in the ALMA data. However note
that the procedure we use to characterize GMCs does at-
tempt to account for low brightness emission at the edges
of clouds by extrapolating cloud properties to the 0 K
contour (see Section 3). In other words, even if the edges
of clouds are not detected, cloud properties should still
be robust (see Rosolowsky & Leroy 2006). There may
also be faint and/or very cold clouds in the regions ob-
served that we are entirely unable to detect in CO due to
our limited sensitivity, and these clouds may contribute
to the flux missed by ALMA. There could also be po-
tential systematic uncertainties unaccounted for such as
in the absolute flux scaling, residual baseline subtraction
errors in the single dish data, or over-inclusion of noise
pixels in the integrated ALMA spectrum. Finally, it may
also be that there is emission at spatial frequencies be-
low those sampled by our interferometer configuration,
particularly in the few regions that show the lowest val-
ues of Frec with small uncertainties. However, since our
maximum recoverable scale corresponds to a physical size
comparable to the maximum size of GMCs in the Milky
Way (∼ 100 pc; e.g., Heyer & Dame 2015), any emission
from larger scales is not likely part of the GMCs in these
regions. It would instead imply the presence of a diffuse
component of the molecular ISM, as has been seen in
other galaxies including the Milky Way (Roman-Duval
et al. 2016) and M51 (Pety et al. 2013), and speculated
to also be present in NGC 300 (F14). Since the present
analysis is concerned principally with the GMC popula-
tion of NGC 300, we leave this consideration to a future
study.
3. CLOUD IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
To decompose the emission in our data cubes into
structures and characterize the properties of these struc-
tures, we use a modified version of the CPROPS algo-
rithm (Rosolowsky & Leroy 2006, hereafter RL06). We
will hereafter refer to such structures as “GMCs” or
“clouds.” The cloud identification scheme follows Faesi
et al. (2016), which are briefly summarized here.
1. Identify all pairs of adjacent three-dimensional pix-
els (“voxels”) having signal-to-noise > 4σ, where σ
is the local RMS noise computed on a pixel-by-pixel
basis for each data cube.
2. Extend each such emission peak outwards to in-
clude all connected emission to a boundary of 2σ.
Each structure at this stage is labeled an “island,”
which may consist of one or more spatially overlap-
ping clouds.
Figure 2. Ratio of ALMA interferometric to APEX single dish in-
tegrated intensity as a function of APEX intensity for the sources
in our sample with matched observations in both data sets. 1σ
error bars are shown. The median ratio is 0.63, and the major-
ity of regions are consistent with full single dish flux recovery to
within the 3σ errors. Any missing flux is likely due to a combina-
tion of limited surface brightness sensitivity and some undetected
extended emission on large (> 100 pc) scales. However, the ar-
ray configuration used for these observations is sensitive to the full
scale of GMCs from 10 to 100 pc, and thus any such extended
emission would not likely change our measured cloud properties
significantly.
3. Decompose each island into clouds by searching
for all local maxima in the island using a 15 pc
× 15 pc × 2 km s−1 moving cube and then tem-
porarily assigning to each such maximum all emis-
sion uniquely associated with it. These collections
of voxels are candidate clouds, which must then
(a) be larger than one synthesized beam in area;
(b) have a peak brightness temperature > 1 K
(∼ 51 mJy for the typical synthesized beam sizes
in these observations) above the merge level with
other candidate clouds, and; (c) have moments that
change by more than a user-defined fraction when
computed at contour levels just above and just be-
low the merge level with adjacent candidates.The
value of this fraction is set by the SIGDISCONT pa-
rameter. For our final catalog presented here, we
use SIGDISCONT=5, corresponding to a conserva-
tive requirement of a change of a factor 5 in the
moments to separate clouds. We arrived at this
choice through a series of experiments which we
discuss in detail in Appendix A.
4. Assign all emission amongst surviving clouds using
a modified CLUMPFIND (Williams et al. 1994) algo-
rithm. Using this method for assignment instead
of the original RL06 algorithm ensures that all de-
tected emission is assigned to one of the detected
structures (see below).
The version of CPROPS we used in this analysis has been
modified to accommodate elliptical synthesized beams in
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the deconvolution (E. Rosolowsky, private communica-
tion). In addition, due to the APEX observation scheme
of F14, several of the regions we observed with ALMA
overlap slightly. We removed duplicate clouds, i.e. those
with central pixel within 1′′ of one another in separate
regions, by keeping only the cloud nearest its respec-
tive pointing center. Comparing the physical properties
within a set of duplicates also allows for an additional
measure of the reliability of both the observations and
the cloud decomposition. We find an average change
of -21%, -4%, and -13% in size, linewidth, and luminous
mass, respectively, between sets of duplicates in our sam-
ple, in the sense that the cloud labeled as a “duplicate”
(i.e., the cloud farther from a pointing center) tends to
have smaller size, linewidth, and mass. This is perhaps
unsurprising, as the absolute noise level increases with
distance from the pointing center, making GMC recov-
ery more difficult and likely excluding several pixels that
should be in the cloud due to noise fluctuations. How-
ever, we note that these changes are smaller than the
typical uncertainties in the respective properties, and so
we treat this result as an additional validation that the
GMCs detected at the same position in multiple point-
ings are actually real, and therefore a validation on our
GMC detection scheme in general.
3.1. Cloud properties
Once all significant emission has been partitioned into
GMCs, this collection of voxels is used to calculate GMC
physical properties, summarized as follows (see RL06 and
Faesi et al. 2016 for details). Note that only the first
three properties are fully independent; the others are de-
rived from various physically meaningful combinations of
these three.
3.1.1. Independent properties
• The physical size R is taken to be the geomet-
ric mean of the intensity-weighted second moments
along the major and minor axes of the cloud multi-
plied by a scaling factor η = 1.91. This partic-
ular numerical value of η was originally derived
by Solomon et al. (1987) as the empirical scaling
factor between the measured (rectangular) angular
extent of a GMC on the sky and the average sec-
ond moment in the latitude and longitude direc-
tions, scaled such that the size reflects the radius
of a circle with area equal to the rectangular area
on the sky. It is also within a factor of 30% of
the theoretically-derived value of η obtained for a
spherical cloud with radial density profile ρ ∝ R−1.
To follow convention and facilitate comparison with
previous work, we adopt the Solomon et al. (1987)
value, which has become the default in the litera-
ture. Note that in the final calculation of R, the
effects of finite resolution are mitigated by decon-
volving the synthesized beam from the measured
major and minor axis lengths, and the effects of fi-
nite sensitivity are accounted for by extrapolating
the size linearly to a 0 K contour by computing the
size at a range of contour levels (see RL06). We
then also multiply by an additional factor of 1.2
to account for the presence of CO-dark molecular
gas at the cloud edges based on theoretical mod-
els of Wolfire et al. 2010 (see the ensuing section
for discussion). Note that for GMCs with observed
sizes near our angular resolution, R can formally be
smaller than the synthesized beam. For clouds with
extent smaller than the synthesized beam along any
dimension, R is undefined.
• The linewidth ∆V is computed as the intensity-
weighted second moment of the velocity, after de-
convolution from a Gaussian approximation to the
spectral response function. ∆V includes a factor of√
8 ln 2 to account for the conversion from velocity
moment to FWHM, and is also extrapolated to 0 K
as discussed above.
• The luminous mass Mlum is calculated by sum-
ming the emission over all voxels to get the CO
luminosity LCO as follows:
LCO =
∑
i
Ti δx δy δv D
2, (1)
where D is the distance (taken to be 1.93 Mpc for
all clouds), Ti is the brightness temperature of at
voxel i, the δ terms are the voxel sizes in the two
spatial and one velocity dimension, and the sum
runs over all voxels in the cloud. We then converted
luminosity to mass using the metallicity-dependent
conversion factors αCO for each region calculated
by F14 (see also Section 3.2 below) as
Mlum = αCOR
−1
21 LCO, (2)
where we assume the CO(2-1) to CO(1-0) line in-
tensity ratio R21 = 0.7 in this calculation. Mlum
is extrapolated to 0 K using a quadratic function,
which better recovers low-level extended flux at the
edges of model clouds than a linear fit (RL06).
3.1.2. Derived properties
• The virial mass Mvir is computed from the size
and linewidth as
Mvir = 189 (∆V )
2R M, (3)
where ∆V is in km s−1 and R in pc. This formu-
lation (e.g., Solomon et al. 1987, RL06) assumes a
truncated power law density distribution ρ ∝ R−β ,
taking β = 1, and that magnetic fields and exter-
nal pressure are negligible. Mvir is only defined for
clouds with finite R, i.e. for resolved clouds.
• The virial parameter αvir describes the ratio of
kinetic to gravitational potential energies, and in
the absence of other forces, the level of gravita-
tional boundedness. Clouds with αvir . 2 are typ-
ically considered “bound”; those with larger αvir
must have some other constraining force to sur-
vive more than a dynamical time; and, those with
αvir << 1 must have some internal source of sup-
port (such as from magnetic fields). We apply the
formulation of Bertoldi & McKee (1992), who as-
sume non-magnetized, constant density clouds with
no external pressure.
αvir =
5σ2vR
GMlum
=
210∆V 2R
Mlum
(4)
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• The mass surface density Σ is derived from the
luminous mass and size assuming that the latter
represents the radial extent if the cloud had a cir-
cular cross-section, i.e.
Σ =
Mlum
piR2
(5)
• The size-linewidth scaling coefficient, which
we call CR∆V , relates the cloud linewidth to its size
assuming a scaling exponent of 0.5. For a cloud in
virial equilibrium (Mlum = Mvir), this quantity can
be related to the mass surface density by combining
Equations 3 and 5 (e.g., Heyer et al. 2009) as
CR∆V =
σv
R1/2
=
(
piGΣ
5
)1/2
= 0.052
(
Σ
M pc−2
)1/2
km s−1 pc−1/2. (6)
Note we have converted the linewidth ∆V to
the one-dimensional velocity dispersion σv =
∆V/2.355 to facilitate comparison with previous
studies.
Uncertainties in the independent properties are com-
puted using a bootstrap method with 1000 iterations.
We calculate the uncertainties in derived properties us-
ing standard propagation of errors.
3.2. Improving physical parameter estimates
We made two important adjustments to the procedure
used in Faesi et al. (2016) for determining cloud proper-
ties. Both attempt to account for the potentially signif-
icant quantity of CO-dark molecular gas that has been
inferred to exist in the outskirts of GMCs, both observa-
tionally (e.g., Grenier et al. 2005; Leroy et al. 2007) and
theoretically (e.g., Tielens & Hollenbach 1985; Sternberg
& Dalgarno 1995).
The first adjustment is to GMC sizes. While our mea-
surements of cloud size are extrapolated to the scale
where CO emission is expected to disappear entirely, this
does not account for the moderate column density region
where gas is still primarily molecular but CO is unable
to survive. The extent of such a region can be signif-
icant, particularly at low metallicity and/or integrated
column density (Wolfire et al. 2010). Since we have no
direct method of tracing CO-dark molecular gas on GMC
scales, we simply assume the prediction of Wolfire et al.
(2010) that RH2/RCO ≈ 1.2 (their Figure 8), i.e. that
the size of the molecular region is 20% larger than the
size of the region in which CO exists. Instead of inter-
polating their solar and half-solar metallicity models to
the appropriate metallicity for each region, we assume
the fiducial ratio of 1.2 for all regions for simplicity. We
thus multiply the inferred sizes of all resolved clouds by
1.2 and use the corrected values for the remainder of our
analysis.
The second adjustment comes in calculating the cloud
masses. Just as in F16 we derive a unique region-by-
region CO-to-H2 conversion factor αCO based on metal-
licities derived in F14 from the well-characterized metal-
licity gradient measured by Bresolin et al. (2009). NGC
300 has a metallicity near 0.8 solar near its center, de-
creasing radially to about 0.5 solar at 4 kpc (see F14,
equation [4]). We do not have individual gas phase metal-
licities for the observed regions, so we assume that the ra-
dial gradient dominates over local region-to-region varia-
tions in metallicity. We again take the parameterization
of αCO from Bolatto et al. (2013), who suggest a CO-to-
H2 conversion factor based on physical models as follows:
αCO = αCO,MW × 0.67 exp
(
0.4
Z ′ Σ100GMC
)
, (7)
where Z ′ is the metallicity in solar units, Σ100GMC is
the characteristic GMC surface density in units of
100 M pc−2, and αCO,MW = 4.35 is the CO-to-
H2 conversion factor for the Milky Way in units of
M pc−2 (K km s−1)−1. The adjustment we make here
is to self-consistently determine a value for Σ100GMC using
our data instead of assuming a value of unity. To accom-
plish this, we combine Equations (5) and (7) with the
definition of Mlum, which yields
exp
(
0.4
Z ′ Σ100GMC
)
=
(
piR2
0.67αCO,MW LCO
)
Σ. (8)
We then make Σ dimensionless (i.e. divide it by
100 M pc−2) so that there are factors of Σ100GMC on
both sides. The solution to an equation of the form
exp (a/x) = bx, where a and b are constants, is x =
a/W (ab), where W (z) is the product log function. To
solve for Σ100GMC, we plug in to Equation (8) the median
values of Z ′, R, and LCO across the resolved sample of
GMCs, then take the real part of the product log, ar-
riving at Σ100GMC = 0.69, i.e. a GMC surface density of
69 M pc−2. We use this single value as the input to the
CO-to-H2 conversion factor (Equation [7]) for the entire
sample. We opt not to derive individual Σ100GMC values for
each cloud because (1) less than half the sample is well-
resolved (i.e. has a defined size R) and thus we are unable
to calculate Σ100GMC, and (2) Σ
100
GMC reflects a character-
istic surface density for a population of clouds (Bolatto
et al. 2013), and thus it would be potential overreach to
apply Equation (7) to individual clouds or regions.
4. RESULTS
Among the 48 regions observed, 46 of them (all but
DCL88-6 and DCL88-115) have at least one GMC iden-
tified and characterized by CPROPS. Using our conserva-
tive decomposition scheme, our sample consists of 253
clouds across these 46 regions after removing duplicates
(32 GMCs) and clouds with central pixel more than 29′′
from the pointing center (i.e., more than a factor of 10%
in angular distance outside the primary beam FWHM;
20 GMCs). 153 of these 253 clouds are resolved by the
∼ 14 pc ×8.4 pc synthesized beam. When the beam size
is similar to the observed size, uncertainties are greatly
magnified by the deconvolution process, making derived
small R unreliable (see Appendix B). We thus exclude
all clouds with R < 5 pc (approximately half our spatial
resolution) from the majority of the remaining analysis
presented here. With these cuts, our final cloud catalog
comprises 121 GMCs – 48% of the 253 in the sample.
Table 7 presents the final cloud catalog, which contains
columns as follows:
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1. ID, cloud designation by DCL region and assigned
number preceded by ‘A’ to signify this ALMA
study;
2. R.A. (J2000), cloud right ascension as measured
by the intensity-weighted first moment along this
direction;
3. decl. (J2000), cloud declination measured as above;
4. v0, cloud central velocity as measured by the
intensity-weighted first moment along the velocity
axis;
5. a/bdc, cloud deconvolved aspect ratio, i.e. the de-
convolved major axis diameter divided by the de-
convolved minor axis diameter;
6. PAdc, cloud deconvolved position angle in degrees’
7. R, cloud size in pc, extrapolated and deconvolved
from the spatial beam;
8. ∆V , cloud FWHM linewidth in km s−1, extrapo-
lated and deconvolved from the spectral response;
9. Mlum, cloud luminous mass in solar masses, cal-
culated from CO luminosity and a metallicity-
dependent X-factor;
10. Mvir, cloud virial mass in solar masses;
11. LCO, CO(2-1) luminosity in K km s
−1 pc2;
12. Tmax, cloud peak CO(2-1) brightness temperature
in K;
13. S2N, cloud peak signal-to-noise;
14. note, including: “F” if the cloud is in the final sam-
ple (i.e., R ≥ 5 pc), “R” if the cloud is resolved (but
not in the final sample), “O” if the cloud’s position
is > 10% of the primary beam FWHM beyond the
area of the primary beam, and if the cloud is a
duplicate, the name of the cloud so duplicated.
We present a histogram of the peak signal-to-noise
in our GMC sample in Figure 3. Due to the imposed
requirement of adjacent 4σ voxels to define clouds in
CPROPS, we recover all GMCs with at least this signif-
icance. The median peak signal-to-noise is 8.9 in the full
sample, 11.4 for the resolved clouds, and 12.6 for the final
sample (see below). RL06 showed through simulations
that using CPROPS with data having a peak signal-to-
noise of > 10 provides an accuracy of ∼ 10% in determin-
ing sizes, linewidths, and masses, while lower signal-to-
noise can potentially lead to the mis-estimation of cloud
properties. Thus our high sensitivity should produce ro-
bust estimates of these quantities.
Table 3 shows a statistical summary of the GMC prop-
erties in our full GMC sample (with R, Mvir, and Σ for
the final sample only). Our study is the first beyond the
Local Group to achieve ∼ 10 pc, 1 km s−1 resolution
and limiting sensitivity of M ∼ 104 M – i.e., to be able
to detect and spatially and spectrally resolve analogs of
nearby Milky Way clouds such as Taurus, Perseus, and
Figure 3. Histogram of cloud peak signal-to-noise, color coded
by full sample (all unique CPROPS-identified GMCs), resolved sub-
sample (all those with size R larger than the synthesized beam),
and the “final” sample (R > 5 pc).
Table 3
GMC statistics
Property Unit Minimum Maximum Median
S2N · · · 4.5 48.1 8.9
Tmax K 0.6 8.9 1.8
LCO K km s
−1 pc2 1.52× 102 8.85× 104 1.36× 103
R pc 5.0 63.4 15.0
∆V km s−1 1.1 10.6 3.5
Mlum M 5.3× 103 1.02× 106 1.67× 104
Mvir M 4.68× 103 1.18× 106 4.46× 104
Σ M pc−2 13.8 397.0 60.6
Ophiuchus – and thus to sample most of the wide dy-
namic range in cloud sizes, linewidths, and masses ob-
served in the Milky Way.
For resolved clouds, we also measure the projected de-
convolved aspect ratio, defined as the length of the de-
convolved major axis divided by the length of the de-
convolved minor axis. We present a histogram of the
resolved GMC aspect ratios in Figure 4. Since clouds
with R < 5 pc are not included in this sample, it is un-
likely that our elliptical beam shape is causing the trend
toward ellipticity in cloud shape seen in the Figure, as
beam effects are only dominant for smaller clouds (see
Appendix B). However, there are a few GMCs in the fi-
nal sample with minor axis lengths that are sufficiently
small (less than 5 pc), so we do not consider them in the
present discussion of aspect ratios. With these clouds
removed, GMCs still clearly tend toward being more el-
liptical than circular, with a median value of 2.4 within
the final sample (a value of unity would be purely circu-
lar). 75% of the final sample have aspect ratios less than
3.5, while 90% have aspect ratios less than 4.6.
The filamentary structure seen in several regions such
as DCL52, DCL80, DCL88, DCL93, and DCL137 is qual-
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Figure 4. Histogram of projected, deconvolved aspect ratios (on
a logarithmic scale) in the resolved sample (green), and the final
sample, which consists of all GMCs with R > 5 pc (red, over-
laid). The median axis ratio is 2.6, suggesting that many GMCs
are highly elliptical.
itatively reminiscent of that observed in the Milky Way
molecular ISM (e.g., Peretto & Fuller 2009; Myers 2009)
as well as other galaxies including M51 (Colombo et al.
2014), suggesting that molecular filaments are a common
feature of spiral galaxies. In particular, the median and
range of aspect ratios we find in our sample are quite
similar to those observed in the Milky Way infrared dark
cloud catalog of (Peretto & Fuller 2009) as well as in
LMC GMCs (Wong et al. 2011).
Our post-smoothing 1 km s−1 velocity resolution is suf-
ficient to spectrally resolve GMCs. We have constructed
one-dimensional spectra for each cloud in the sample,
and present four representative examples in Figure 5. To
make these spectra for a given GMC, we first masked
each spectral plane within the data cube for that region
to include only pixels belonging to that GMC. We then
combined this cubic mask along the velocity axis with a
logical ‘or’ (i.e., the final mask has two spatial dimen-
sions in which all pixels with emission in at least one
velocity channel in the cloud are included, and all pix-
els without any such emission are excluded). Finally,
we applied this mask to each image plane and averaged
the unmasked emission to determine the flux density per
channel for the GMC.
4.1. GMC multiplicity and clustering
Individual regions have from as few as two up to as
many as twelve clouds. We present a histogram of num-
ber of clouds per observed region in Figure 6. The me-
dian number of clouds per region is six, and the majority
(76%) of the regions have between three and eight clouds.
In Figure 19 we present 12CO integrated intensity images
of all 48 observed regions with the CPROPS clouds over-
laid. The observed distribution of molecular gas shows
that (a) the primary beam area filling factor varies, but is
Figure 5. One-dimensional spectra for four representative GMCs
in our final sample: dcl77-A3 (upper left), dcl76C-A7 (upper right),
dcl23-A1 (lower left), and dcl80-A4 (lower right), with each cloud’s
mass M , size R, and linewidth ∆V indicated in the upper right of
the panel. The vast majority of GMCs have near-Gaussian, single
component spectra similar qualitatively to spectra of GMCs in the
Milky Way. See text for a description of how the spectra were
constructed.
generally small (< 0.5), at least to the extent that there
is substructure on scales less than our short spacing limit
of ∼ 100 pc, and (b) the mostly single-component spec-
tra observed by F14 at ∼ 250 pc resolution smooth out
a great degree of substructure. Cloud morphology varies
greatly region-to-region, from large complexes of overlap-
ping clouds (e.g. DCL41, DCL 77, DCL114, DCL137C),
to chains or clusters of small clouds (e.g. DCL37, DCL49,
DCL61, DCL112), to long (> 100 pc) filaments (e.g.
DCL80, DCL88, DCL93).
Additionally, clouds tend to be strongly clustered
within a region. The median distance from a cloud to
its nearest neighbor is ∼ 5′′ (47 pc). If six clouds (the
median number per region) were distributed randomly
within a beam with FWHM 26′′ (240 pc), their typ-
ical separation would be approximately 26/
√
6 ≈ 11′′
(100 pc) – more than a factor of two larger than the ac-
tual median separation. It is conceivable that this clus-
tering may have a physical origin. For example, regions
with more, smaller clouds may be examples of gas frag-
mentation (potentially due to gravitational instabilities)
and/or dispersal (potentially due to the energy and mo-
mentum input from massive stars or supernovae). Inves-
tigating these possibilities further is beyond the scope of
this paper.
4.2. The GMC distribution across NGC 300
Our sample of observed GMCs spans a range of galac-
tocentric radius, from near the center of NGC 300 out to
almost 3.5 kpc, as well as a range of environments, from
near the galaxy center, to spiral arms, to interarm re-
gions. To explore any potential variations of GMC prop-
erties within our sample, we have visually assigned each
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Figure 6. Histogram of number of CPROPS-detected clouds in our
sample of 48 observed regions.
observed region to one of four different environmental
“zones” by comparing its position in the context of avail-
able H I, Hα, Spitzer 24 µm, and Herschel 250 and 500
µm images of NGC 300. The “spiral arm” zone consists
of the extended spiral features observed in essentially all
ISM tracers. The “interarm” zone is comprised of areas
between the spiral features in which there is little or no
gas or dust as seen in the Herschel and H I images. The
“transition zone” is the border between these two; clouds
are assigned to the spiral arm zone if they are mostly
within the gas/dust arms, while clouds are assigned to
the transition zone if they are not mostly within the arm
but overlap it in any way. The “center” zone consists of
the inner ∼ 0.5 kpc of the galaxy in which there is no
noticeable non-axisymmetric structure in the ISM. Since
the above definitions are somewhat subjective, we also
examine the variation of cloud properties with galacto-
centric radius.
Figure 7 shows R, ∆V , Mlum, and Σ plotted vs. Rgal,
the deprojected distance4 from the center of NGC 300,
with the four different zones indicated. We adopt the
same parameters for NGC 300 for these calculations
as in F14, i.e. central coordinates of [00h54m53s.48,
−37◦41′03′′.8] (J2000), an inclination of 39.8◦, a galactic
major axis position angle of 114.3◦ (Paturel et al. 2003),
and a distance of 1.93 Mpc (Gieren et al. 2004).
R, ∆V , Mlum, and Σ all show large variations but no
apparent systematic trends with galactocentric radius,
implying that GMC properties do not vary systemati-
cally across NGC 300. We do note that the most massive
clouds are found between about 1.5 and 2.5 kpc, mostly
in spiral arms, which is similar to the case of M51 in
which spiral arm GMCs are more massive than interarm
clouds (Colombo et al. 2014). We also find no signifi-
cant impact on cloud properties as a function of zone,
4 calculated using the Python code kindly provided at https:
//gist.github.com/jonathansick/9399842
except to note that zones appear to be clearly delineated
by galactocentric radius (note that this is by definition
in the case of the “center” zone). However, we do only
detect clouds out to a maximum deprojected distance of
3.3 kpc, i.e. still within the rising portion of the rotation
curve of the galaxy (Puche et al. 1990; Westmeier et al.
2011), and so the range of environments sampled in this
study is somewhat limited. Note that if we were to use a
single value for the CO-to-H2 conversion factor αCO in-
stead of accounting for the decreasing radial metallicity
gradient the mass distribution would show an apparent
decrease with galactocentric radius.
5. EMPIRICAL GMC DIAGNOSTICS
In this section we present an analysis for our NGC 300
GMC sample of four major empirical diagnostics of cloud
populations: the mass spectrum, and the three Larson
relations (sizelinewidth, virial, and size-mass). We con-
clude with a synthesis of the Larson relations in the size-
linewidth coefficient – surface density plane.
5.1. GMC Mass Spectrum
The GMC mass spectrum describes how clouds are dis-
tributed by mass within a population and encodes in-
formation about GMC formation and destruction pro-
cesses (e.g. Elmegreen & Falgarone 1996; Kobayashi et al.
2017). The mass spectrum is often expressed in differ-
ential form as a power law, i.e. f(M) = dN/dM ∝ Mγ .
Here, like many recent authors, we will discuss the cumu-
lative mass distribution, which has been shown to better
recover the descriptive parameters of a GMC population
than the differential formulation, particularly in the case
of small sample sizes (Rosolowsky 2005). The cumulative
mass spectrum describes the number of clouds above a
reference mass M as a function of M , which is simply
the integral of the differential form, i.e.
N(M ′ > M) =
(
M
M0
)γ+1
. (9)
Previous studies have revealed some evidence for mass
spectra steepening or truncating at high mass (e.g., Fukui
et al. 2001; Gratier et al. 2012; Colombo et al. 2014), in
which case it is useful to incorporate the possibility of a
truncation at some maximum mass M0 (e.g., Williams &
McKee 1997; Rosolowsky 2005):
N(M ′ > M) = Nu
[(
M
M0
)γ+1
− 1
]
, (10)
whereNu represents how many clouds are at upper end of
the distribution. Formally, Nu is the number of clouds
with mass greater than M = Mu ≡ 21/γ+1M0. This
algebraic value for Mu can be determined by setting N =
Nu and solving for M in Equation (10).
Most observations in the Milky Way and nearby galax-
ies reveal mass distributions in which the majority of the
clouds by number are at low mass (γ < 0) but the ma-
jority of the mass is in high-mass clouds (γ > −2; e.g.,
Kennicutt & Evans 2012, and references therein). The
exception may be the outer regions of galaxies, in which
γ < −2, as seen in the Milky Way and M33 (Gratier
et al. 2012; Rice et al. 2016), and other low-density envi-
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Figure 7. From top to bottom panel: size R, linewidth ∆V , luminous massMlum, and mass surface density Σ as a function of galactocentric
radius in our sample of GMCs in NGC 300. The different symbols represent clouds in different galactic “zones”: spiral arms (blue circles),
interarm (yellow squares), transition zone (green triangles), or galaxy center (red stars). Mlum and ∆V are shown for the full sample (with
duplicates and clouds beyond beam removed), while R and Σ are for the final sample only. The vertical bars at the far right of the plots
show the median and median uncertainties in these four parameters. There are large variations but no significant trends in any of these
properties with galactocentric radius or with galactic zone.
ronments such as between spiral arms in M51 (Colombo
et al. 2014).
We fit the cumulative mass distribution of Mlum in our
full sample of GMCs using the mspecfit.pro IDL code,
which implements a maximum likelihood algorithm to ac-
count for uncertainties in both cloud mass and the num-
ber distribution (Rosolowsky 2005). We adopt a com-
pleteness limit of 8× 103 M based on our observational
sensitivity. To arrive at this number, we take our empir-
ical 3σ mass surface density sensitivity of 13 M pc−2
(Section 2.3) and assume a spherical cloud with pro-
jected area equal to twice the synthesized beam FWHM
area. We fit both a truncated (Equation [10]) and non-
truncated (Equation [9]) power law to the data above the
completeness limit, and present the results in Figure 8.
The truncated power law is a significantly better fit to
this cloud population than the standard form, with clear
deviation in the data from the best-fit non-truncated
power law at high masses. For the truncated power law,
we derive a slope of γ = −1.76 ± 0.07 with a trunca-
tion mass M0 = 9.0± 2.2× 105 M and Nu = 8.3± 3.0
clouds. The fact that Nu is significantly greater than
unity is additional quantitative evidence of a trunca-
tion. The best-fit straight power law has an exponent
of γ = −1.90 ± 0.05, but this model clearly does not
represent the data as well as the truncated form.
Great caution is required in the comparison of mass
spectra between data sets with differing resolution and
sensitivity, and for GMCs identified and characterized
with different algorithms (Sheth et al. 2008; Wong et al.
2011). We therefore focus our comparison on the studies
that also utilized the cumulative approach, the same al-
gorithm, and even the same fitting code, where possible.
The mass spectrum slope of γ = −1.76 ± 0.07 we find
in NGC 300 is very similar to slopes inferred in other
star-forming environments, both within and beyond the
Milky Way. Rosolowsky (2005), who pioneered the fit-
ting method used here and developed the first version
of the code we employed, found γ = −1.53 ± 0.06 and
γ = −1.41 ± 0.12 in their study re-analyzing the inner
Milky Way catalogs of Solomon et al. (1987) and Scoville
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et al. (1987), respectively. These latter two studies both
note the existence of a high-mass cutoff at 3–4×106 M.
Using the same algorithm but more comprehensive and
recent CO observations from Dame et al. (2001), Rice
et al. (2016) find γ = −1.59±0.11 and M0 ≈ 107 M for
their composite inner Milky Way (quadrants I and IV)
sample – within the uncertainties of our slope. Our de-
rived mass spectrum slope is also statistically identical to
those found in the disks of several other spiral galaxies.
Again using the same algorithm, Colombo et al. (2014)
found a mass spectrum slope of γ = −1.63 to−1.79 in the
molecular ring and spiral arms of M51, while Rosolowsky
(2007) derived γ = −1.55± 0.20 for his sample of clouds
in M31. Gratier et al. (2012) found a similar slope of
γ = 1.6± 0.2 for the inner 2.2 kpc of M33 using a fit to
the cumulative mass spectrum with a different algorithm.
However, the NGC 300 mass spectrum slope we find
is significantly shallower than that found in the outer
Milky Way by Rosolowsky (2005) (γ = −2.1 ± 0.2) and
Rice et al. (2016) (γ = −2.2 ± 0.1), with no evidence
for a high mass truncation found in either study. Sim-
ilarly, Wong et al. (2011) find γ = −2.33 ± 0.16 in the
LMC for their “islands” decomposition of their CO(1-0)
map (and even steeper slopes for more refined decompo-
sitions). They also find no evidence for a truncation in
the mass spectrum. Note that all three of these stud-
ies utilized the same algorithm as us. Additionally, the
GMC mass spectra beyond 2.2 kpc of M33 and in the in-
terarm regions of M51 both demonstrate steeper slopes
than NGC 300 (γ = 2.3±0.2 and γ ≈ −2.5±0.2, respec-
tively; Gratier et al. 2012; Colombo et al. 2014). Fur-
thermore, Utomo et al. (2015) used the same algorithm
to find a mass spectrum slope of γ = 2.39 in the lentic-
ular galaxy 4526 – again much steeper than the slope
we find in NGC 300’s GMC mass spectrum. We note
that all of these steeper slopes describe GMCs in envi-
ronments with a relative paucity of molecular gas (e.g.,
the outer disks or interarm regions of galaxies), and/or
the galaxy has a non-spiral morphology (i.e., the LMC
is an irregular galaxy, NGC 4526 is lenticular while the
others are spirals). We will discuss this point further in
Section 6.
5.2. The Larson scaling relations in NGC 300
The three Larson relations (Larson 1981) represent
now-ubiquitous empirical diagnostics of GMC popula-
tions, both within and beyond the Milky Way. In this
section we present our analysis of the size-linewidth rela-
tion, the virial-luminous mass relation, and the size-mass
relation for our NGC 300 final sample of 121 clouds.
5.2.1. Size-linewidth relation
The relation between cloud size and linewidth is typi-
cally expressed as
σv = CR∆VR
b, (11)
where ∆V = 2.355 × σv is the linewidth, b is the power
law exponent, and CR∆V is the size-linewidth coefficient
(Equation [6]). As CO linewidths are always observed to
be turbulent at pc and larger scales, the existence of a
size-linewidth relation is interpreted as evidence for a tur-
bulent cascade of energy within the molecular ISM such
that through whatever mechanism(s) that form clouds,
Figure 8. Cumulative mass distribution of GMCs in our full sam-
ple. The solid line shows the best truncated power law fit to the
data above our completeness limit of 8×103 M. We find a power
law slope of γ = −1.76 ± 0.07 with a mass truncation at about
9 × 105 M. The red line shows the best fit no-truncation power
law, which is not a good fit for these data.
they inherit the turbulent kinetic energy appropriate for
their size scale. According to this interpretation, the
value of the power law slope is related to the nature of
the turbulence, with incompressible turbulence theory
predicting a slope of 1/3, while a slope of 0.5 suggests
compressible (Burger’s) turbulence (e.g., McKee & Os-
triker 2007).
Figure 9 shows the size-linewidth relation for our final
GMC sample. We see a clear if noisy trend in our data
such that larger clouds have larger linewidths on aver-
age. We formally fit a linear function to the logarithms
of these two quantities using orthogonal distance regres-
sion (ODR), which finds the maximum likelihood power
law slope while accounting for errors in both variables
simultaneously. From this analysis, we find a slope of
0.48±0.05. To assess the degree to which these quantities
are quantitatively correlated, we also compute the Pear-
son correlation coefficient rP . As a preliminary, we note
that the statistical distributions of sizes and linewidths
are approximately lognormal, and that a linear function
appears to qualitatively describe the logarithm of the
data well (i.e., the data are well-described by a power
law). Thus the Pearson coefficient should provide a rea-
sonable statistical estimate of correlation. For the size-
linewidth relation, we find rP = 0.55. The correspond-
ing “p-value”, or probability of an uncorrelated data set
producing at least the apparent correlation by chance,
is 4 × 10−11, though we caution that this may not be
entirely reliable for a data set of this size. Nevertheless,
these results provide strong evidence for real correlation
between GMC size and linewidth in our sample. We
present a summary of the derived slopes and correlation
coefficients for this and the other Larson relations in Ta-
ble 4.
A size-linewidth relation having exponent ∼ 0.5 is fully
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Table 4
Larson relation fits
Relation Slope rP p-value MW slope
Size-linewidth 0.48± 0.05 0.55 4× 10−11 0.5a
Virial relation 1.00± 0.05 0.84 1× 10−33 0.8a
Mass-size 2.00± 0.12 0.81 3× 10−29 2.0a
CR∆V -Σ 0.43± 0.04 0.55 4× 10−11 0.5b
a Solomon et al. (1987)
b Heyer et al. (2009)
consistent with the scenario of compressible turbulence
in the molecular ISM. Furthermore, since there appears
to be no change in slope or cutoff at any size scale, the
turbulence injection and dissipation scales appear to be
beyond the range of spatial scales probed here. Our re-
sults are fully consistent with Milky Way GMC studies
both old (Dame et al. 1986; Scoville et al. 1987; Solomon
et al. 1987) and more recent (Heyer et al. 2001; Garc´ıa
et al. 2014; Rice et al. 2016), and including both the inner
and outer galaxy (though note that Heyer et al. (2001)
find a lack of correlation for clouds with sizes less than
7 pc in the outer Milky Way).
The recent extragalactic literature is highly divided as
to the presence or absence of a size-linewidth relation
in GMCs. Early studies of M33 and M31 showed that
GMCs in these galaxies fell in the same range of param-
eter space as Milky Way clouds, but the small sample
sizes and large measurement uncertainties precluded the
ability to derive independent relations (e.g., Rosolowsky
et al. 2003; Rosolowsky 2007; Sheth et al. 2008). Bo-
latto et al. (2008) jointly analyzed a sample of nearby
dwarf and spiral galaxies (including M31 and M33) and
found a size-linewidth exponent of 0.60±0.10 for the full
multi-galaxy GMC population. However, their inclusion
of dwarf galaxies and combination of mixed resolution
data sets may complicate the interpretation of these re-
sults (e.g., Hughes et al. 2013). Nevertheless, these stud-
ies taken together with the Milky Way literature of the
past several decades suggest a consistent size-linewidth
relation with exponent near one-half.
However, other extragalactic studies have not found
strong correlations between GMC size and linewidth. For
example, Gratier et al. (2012) analyzed IRAM data on
M33 at 50 pc resolution and concluded that there was no
correlation between these quantities. Similarly, Colombo
et al. (2014) do not see a size-line width relation in M51
GMCs at 40 pc resolution. Hughes et al. (2013) demon-
strated the importance in matching resolution between
data sets taken with different facilities and of galaxies
at vastly different distances, but note that there does
not appear to be a single or individual galaxy-based
size-linewidth relation in the LMC, M33, or M51. Im-
portantly, however, none of the aforementioned studies
achieve sufficient spatial resolution to sample more than
a factor of ∼ 2 to 3 in spatial dynamic range, limiting
their ability to detect logarithmic scaling relations. Our
results, which reach 10 pc resolution and thus a factor
of ∼ 10 dynamic range, and which agree with Galactic
cloud studies, suggest that the Larson size-linewidth re-
lation in NGC 300 is identical to that in the Milky Way.
We will further discuss the implications of these results
in Section 6.
Figure 9. The size-linewidth relation in the NGC 300 final sam-
ple. The solid blue line is our orthogonal distance regression fit
(power law slope 0.48 ± 0.05), the black dotted line is from the
Milky Way sample of Heyer et al. (2001), while the red dashed line
is the extragalactic sample of Bolatto et al. (2008). Our results are
consistent with a defined size-linewidth relation with slope ∼ 0.5
and a similar scaling coefficient as has been observed in the Milky
Way.
5.2.2. Virial equilibrium
The majority of GMCs in the Milky Way have been ob-
served to be in self-gravitational equilibrium – i.e., their
gravitational potential energy W and kinetic energy T
are in approximate balance (e.g., Larson 1981; Solomon
et al. 1987; Heyer et al. 2009; Garc´ıa et al. 2014; Heyer
& Dame 2015). One consequence of this relationship is
a direct correlation between the mass measured through
the simple virial theorem (i.e., Mvir) and the mass mea-
sured through some other independent method (most of-
ten CO luminosity). In Figure 10 we show Mlum vs. Mvir
for our final sample of 121 GMCs in NGC 300. There is
again a clear visual correlation between these quantities.
Quantitatively, we find (again via ODR fitting) a slope
of 1.00 ± 0.05 and an offset fully consistent with zero.
The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.84 – the highest
among the relations we examine here, with a vanishingly
small p-value. This suggests that the GMCs in our sam-
ple are overwhelmingly in gravitational equilibrium, as is
the case for Milky Way clouds. To examine the potential
effects of our assumptions in converting CO luminosity
to mass, we also compare Mvir to LCO. The correla-
tion is similarly robust as the Mvir-Mlum relation, with
a slightly higher scatter and lower p-value that likely re-
flect the fact that we compute Mlum for each region indi-
vidually based on the galactocentric radius-appropriate
conversion factor instead of utilizing a single value for
αCO.
The relationship between gravitational and kinetic en-
ergy is often parameterized by the virial parameter αvir
(Equation [4]), with values near or just above unity de-
noting virial equilibrium (Section 3.1.2; see also Bertoldi
& McKee 1992). Clouds with high virial parameters may
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Figure 10. Luminous vs. virial masses in our final sample. The
solid line, which has a slope of 1.00± 0.05, is the fit to these data.
The green dashed lines show the one-to-one relation and two-to-
one relations. The majority of GMCs in our sample appear to be
gravitationally bound.
by confined by external pressure (e.g., Field et al. 2011),
while those with sub-unity αvir may have additional mag-
netic support that inhibits collapse (McKee & Tan 2003)
or potentially be in a state of dynamical collapse, though
the short dynamical times in GMCs suggest the latter to
be an unlikely scenario. We show in Figure 11 that the
virial parameter in our NGC 300 final sample of GMCs
is generally between 1 and 2, and is approximately con-
stant with Mlum across our sample. The strong correla-
tion of Mvir with Mlum and low scatter in αvir near unity
suggests that these GMCs are generally gravitationally
bound and that additional effects such as magnetic or
external pressure are subdominant.
5.2.3. The mass-size relation
In his compilation of Milky Way cloud data, Larson
(1981) noted an inverse correlation between Milky Way
GMC volume density ρ and size R, i.e. ρ ∝ R−1.
This has been interpreted as an indication that GMCs
have constant surface density since Σ ∝ M/R2 ∝ ρR,
which combined with the above yields Σ = constant.
This apparent universality in cloud structure was veri-
fied in subsequent Galactic studies (Solomon et al. 1987;
Heyer et al. 2009; Lombardi et al. 2010). A number of
extragalactic investigations have also found correlations
between GMC size and mass (or CO luminosity) (e.g.,
Rosolowsky et al. 2003; Bolatto et al. 2008; Hughes et al.
2010), although given the low sensitivity of such obser-
vations, the majority of pixels in GMCs are near the
sensitivity threshold and thus these correlations may or
may not be physically meaningful. In contrast, other
studies have presented arguments for GMCs exhibiting a
large range in surface densities, particularly between dif-
ferent environments in galaxies (e.g., Bolatto et al. 2008;
Utomo et al. 2015).
In Figure 12, we present the mass-size relation for our
Figure 11. Virial parameter αvir vs. CO-derived mass Mlum
for our final sample of 121 GMCs in NGC 300. The horizontal
lines delineate the range in which clouds are in approximate virial
equilibrium. The vast majority of clouds are within 2σ of this zone,
suggesting that they are gravitationally bound.
final GMC sample. Fitting our data with ODR as de-
scribed in the previous sections, we find a power law
slope of 2.00 ± 0.12. The Pearson correlation coefficient
is rP = 0.81, suggesting a high degree of correlation.
While the scatter is significant (0.29 dex), the median
measurement uncertainty in Σ is equivalently large (also
0.29 dex). Therefore our results are statistically consis-
tent with the population of NGC 300 GMCs having a
constant surface density, as has been measured in Milky
Way clouds.
The median surface density within our final sample
is 60.6 M pc−2, which is shown as the solid line in
the figure. This is somewhat higher than the median
surface density of ∼ 40 M pc−2 in local Milky Way
clouds (Heyer et al. 2009; Lombardi et al. 2010). How-
ever, Lombardi et al. (2010), who utilized high-fidelity
extinction measurements to derive mass surface density,
noted that the precise value of the zero-point of the mass
size relation (i.e., the value of the characteristic constant
surface density) depends sensitively on where a cloud’s
boundaries are defined. Our median Σ lies between the
that derived by Lombardi et al. (2010) for extinction
thresholds of AK = 0.1 and 0.2 mag (these thresholds
are equivalent to about 15 – 30 M pc−2). Considering
the differences in techniques, and the level of scatter in
our measurements, our results appear to be consistent
with a similar characteristic surface density of GMCs in
NGC 300 as in the Milky Way. However, GMCs in cer-
tain different environments – both Galactic and extra-
galactic – do appear to show real, physical differences in
surface density (Utomo et al. 2015; Heyer & Dame 2015).
For example, NGC 300 and Milky Way disk GMCs ap-
pear to have much lower surface densities than those in
M51 (Colombo et al. 2014). We will return to this ques-
tion in the context of galactic environment in Section 6.
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Figure 12. The size-mass relation in the NGC 300 final sample.
The solid line is our best fit relation, which has a power law slope
of 2.00± 0.12, implying a median surface density of 61 M pc−2.
The dashed red line shows the relation from the Milky Way cloud
sample of Lombardi et al. (2010). Our results are consistent to
within the formal uncertainties with the GMCs in NGC 300 having
a constant surface density.
The amount and origin of the scatter in GMC surface
densities have been the topic of much debate. Larson’s
original results and subsequent Milky Way disk GMC
studies have suggested that the range in surface density is
quite narrow, and that the minimal scatter reflects a uni-
versality in cloud structure. In contrast, predictions from
turbulent simulations have suggested that GMC surface
densities should vary by up to two orders of magnitude,
and that observational techniques are biased to a par-
ticular narrow range in surface density (e.g., Va´zquez-
Semadeni et al. 1997; Ballesteros-Paredes 2006). Since
the effective emissivity of a single CO line transition
changes as a function of volume density, single-transition
observational studies may only be sensitive to the range
of density over which that line emits efficiently (e.g.,
Leroy et al. 2017). However, Galactic observations uti-
lizing extinction techniques, which do not suffer from the
above biases, find an exceptionally tight correlation be-
tween GMC mass and size, and a power law exponent of
two, suggesting that at least in the nearby Milky Way
clouds in that sample, the surface density is indeed con-
stant (Lombardi et al. 2010). In the following section,
we further explore the scatter in Σ in our data.
5.3. The size-linewidth coefficient and virial equilibrium
Heyer et al. (2009), in re-examining the GMCs cata-
logued by Solomon et al. (1987), noted that the scat-
ter in GMC surface density appeared to be systematic
in that surface density scaled with the coefficient of the
velocity structure function (i.e., the size-linewidth rela-
tion) as CR∆V ∝ Σ1/2. Figure 13 shows that we find a
similar correlation in our NGC 300 cloud sample. This
scaling closely matches the prediction for clouds in virial
equilibrium in a compressively-turbulent medium (Lar-
son 1981; Solomon et al. 1987; Heyer et al. 2009), or for
clouds in pressure equilibrium for low to modest pres-
sures (Field et al. 2011). Put more formally, if one as-
sumes that Mlum = Mvir (or equivalently that αvir ≈ 1
and that ∆V ∝ R0.5 (i.e., if the first two Larson rela-
tions hold), the relation CR∆V =
√
piG/5 Σ0.5 naturally
emerges. This exact relation is shown as a dashed line
in the Figure, and it appears to be consistent with the
NGC 300 data as well as those of Heyer et al. (2009). The
same trend is also seen in the extragalactic sample of Bo-
latto et al. (2008). Using orthogonal distance regression
to fit our data as described for the other three relations
described above, we find a best-fit slope of 0.43± 0.04 –
within 2σ of the expected result of 0.5 for clouds in grav-
itational equilibrium within a turbulent medium. The
Pearson correlation coefficient is rP = 0.55.
If all GMCs in NGC 300 had the same surface density
and followed the size-linewidth relation with the same
scaling coefficient, and if there were no observational un-
certainties, there would be a single point in Figure 13. In
the presence of uncertainties, any variation in the mea-
sured value of Σ would lead to a proportional change
in CR∆V given by Equation (6), on average, and thus
a cloud of points scattered about the trend line given
by Equation (6). Thus the observed correlation could
simply be a natural consequence of the Larson relations
in the presence of observational uncertainties, and such a
correlation would be expected to be visible in any sample
of GMCs for which these relations hold. Given that our
results are consistent (to within the uncertainties) with
GMCs in NGC 300 having a constant surface density,
and with the size-linewidth relation, this would be the
simplest explanation for the trend observed in our data.
Our results thus suggest a level of caution in interpreting
the CR∆V – Σ trend, particularly in extragalactic stud-
ies where measurement uncertainties are typically large
and can readily explain the observed correlation without
resort to any other physical explanation.
However, examining GMC properties in the Σ – CR∆V
plane may still be informative in comparing to other
studies where measurable differences in these quantities
are apparent and may reflect meaningful differences in
the physical environments of GMCs. For example, the
GMCs in M51 have on average much higher surface den-
sities and are consistent with a larger size-linewidth co-
efficient (Colombo et al. 2014). The median values of Σ
and CR∆V from Colombo et al. (2014) are shown in the
Figure, and this point clearly lies above the trend defined
by the Milky Way and NGC 300 data. We will explore
this further in Section 6.
Since Σ ≡ Mlum/(piR2), there are powers of R in the
denominators of both axes, and so there is some in-
trinsic covariance between the quantities plotted in Fig-
ure 13. To test if this is driving the observed correla-
tion, we constructed a sample of 104 model clouds with
size, linewidth, and mass each independently drawn from
a random uniform distribution defined by the range of
these parameters in our sample. We fit this model pop-
ulation as described above, and now find a slope of 0.27
with a correlation coefficient of 0.37. Thus while the in-
trinsic covariance by definition contributes somewhat to
the observed correlation in the model population, we take
these results as evidence that it is not the major driver
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Figure 13. Size-linewidth coefficient vs. GMC surface density
for our final sample (blue circles) and clouds from the Milky Way
Galactic Ring Survey GRS (black open squares; Jackson et al.
2006). The median values of these quantities for M51 clouds from
Colombo et al. (2014) is shown as a red square. The dashed line
shows the locus defining virial equilibrium in a turbulent medium
(σv/R0.5 ∝ Σ0.5 from Heyer et al. 2009). The solid line shows
the ODR fit to our data (slope 0.43 ± 0.04). The error bars in
the lower right reflect the average uncertainty within the sample.
Our data suggest that the observed correlation is most likely a re-
sult of the Larson relations holding in the presence of observational
uncertainties (see the text).
of the trend seen in the Figure, as the slope is signifi-
cantly shallower and the level of correlation poorer. The
correlation seen in Figure 13 is thus most likely driven
by the presence of measurement uncertainties in the ob-
served parameters of a population of GMCs governed by
the Larson relations.
6. DISCUSSION
Our results imply that the GMC populations of NGC
300 and (at least the inner disk of) the Milky Way are
similar in both distribution by mass and in the Lar-
son scaling relations, despite significant differences (e.g.,
mass, morphology, average metallicity) between these
two galaxies. This suggests that these macroscopic prop-
erties may be subdominant in setting the properties of
a spiral galaxy disk’s GMC population, and may be in-
dicative of certain universal characteristics of GMCs in
spiral galaxies. However, previous studies of other spiral
galaxies have underlined the importance of galaxy en-
vironment in controlling GMC properties, and revealed
measurable differences in these properties between dif-
ferent galactic environments (e.g., Hughes et al. 2013;
Colombo et al. 2014; Utomo et al. 2015). In this section
we make comparisons between our study and previous
Galactic and extragalactic work in order to investigate
which environmental parameters play dominant roles in
setting the key empirical diagnostics of GMC popula-
tions.
6.1. GMCs in NGC 300 and the Milky Way
Our study of of molecular gas in NGC 300 at 10 pc and
1 km s−1 resolution allows the most direct comparison
to-date between the well-studied GMC population of our
own Milky Way and those in an external spiral galaxy.
This comparison is particularly salient because NGC 300
is significantly different from the Milky Way in many of
its global properties. While both galaxies are spirals,
NGC 300 (class SAs(d)) has weak, loosely wound spiral
arm features, no bar, and almost no bulge, in contrast to
the Milky Way (class SB(rs)bc), which has a significant
bulge component, a bar, and more prominent, tightly
wound spiral arms. Additionally, NGC 300’s disk stel-
lar mass (M∗) of 2.1 × 109 (Sheth et al. 2010) and star
formation rate (SFR) of ∼ 0.11 M yr−1 (Helou et al.
2004) are each more than an order of magnitude lower
than those of the Milky Way, which has a stellar mass
of 5.17× 1010 M and SFR of 1.65 M yr−1 (Licquia &
Newman 2015). Furthermore, NGC 300 has an average
metallicity of approximately 60% solar over the range of
galactocentric radius spanned by our sample (Deharveng
et al. 1988). Note that since the differences in SFR and
M∗ between the two galaxies are approximately the same
factor, both these galaxies have similar specific star for-
mation rates (SSFR = SFR / M∗) – i.e. they are both
on the galaxy star-forming main sequence.
Despite these global differences, our results have re-
vealed that the GMC populations of (at least the inner
disks of) these two galaxies are almost indistinguishable.
This suggests that global properties such as galaxy mass,
morphology, and average metallicity do not directly con-
trol the properties of GMCs within spiral galaxies, at
least for galaxies on the star-forming main sequence.
This hypothesis is supported by lower-resolution studies
of the inner disk of the Local Group spiral M33, which
find to the limits of relatively high measurement uncer-
tainties, correspondence with the Milky Way GMC pop-
ulation in the size-linewidth relation (Rosolowsky et al.
2003) and GMC mass spectrum for the inner 2 kpc of
M33 (Gratier et al. 2012). Similar conclusions have been
reached in comparing GMCs between the Milky Way,
M31, and M33 (Rosolowsky 2007; Sheth et al. 2008).
Our data, which are the first to achieve 10 pc scales in
an external spiral galaxy, provide crucial additional evi-
dence for this scenario.
6.2. The role of environment: NGC 300 vs. M51
If global galaxy characteristics do not control GMC
properties, what mechanism(s) can explain the apparent
measurable differences in empirical diagnostics of GMC
populations in different galaxies, or in different regions
within galaxies? For example, the GMC mass spectrum
slope in NGC 300 is significantly shallower than that of
the LMC (Wong et al. 2011), or the outer Milky Way
(Rice et al. 2016, see also Section 5.1), while the median
surface density and size-linewidth coefficient in NGC 300
are both significantly smaller than in M51 (Colombo
et al. 2014). Since GMCs are localized to specific regions
within galaxies, could “local” properties more effectively
influence empirical GMC diagnostics than global ones?
This has been suggested as an explanation for the differ-
ing Larson and mass spectrum power law slopes among
the spiral arm, interarm, and nuclear regions of M51
(Colombo et al. 2014). Since this study of M51 is one
of the most comprehensive GMC investigations in an ex-
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Figure 14. Histogram of GMC mass surface densities in NGC
300 (blue), the Milky Way (gray), and M51 (red). The median
GMC surface density in M51 is a factor of two higher than that
in NGC 300 and the Milky Way. This discrepancy is likely due to
physical differences between the environments in which the GMCs
reside.
ternal galaxy, and since its population shows differences
in several diagnostics as compared with NGC 300 (and
the Milky Way), we focus our efforts here in comparing
our work with theirs. We have downloaded the catalog
kindly made publicly available by Colombo et al. (2014)
and discuss the comparison below.
As previously alluded, there are a number of key differ-
ences in the GMC populations between M51 and NGC
300. For one, there is a significant offset in the size-
linewidth relation between these galaxies: the median
CR∆V in NGC 300 is 0.46 km s
−1 pc−1/2 with a scatter
of 0.14, while in M51 it is 0.94 km s−1 pc−1/2. Further-
more, the median mass surface density is also more than
a factor of two higher in M51. Figure 14 presents his-
tograms of the GMC mass surface density in NGC 300,
M51, and the Milky Way (from the GRS), and demon-
strates that M51’s GMCs appear to be on average signif-
icantly more dense than those in NGC 300 or the Milky
Way.
6.3. The effects of resolution
The M51 observations have significantly lower resolu-
tion (40 pc, 2 km s−1) than the present study (10 pc,
1 km s−1). To test whether the differences in GMC pop-
ulation discussed above are effects of resolution or truly
physical, we smoothed our data and re-ran our entire
analysis pipeline, as follows. First, we used the CASA
tasks IMSMOOTH, SPECSMOOTH, and IMREBIN to convolve
our fully cleaned data cubes to a spatial and spectral
resolution matching the PdBI (Plateau de Bure Inter-
ferometer) Arcsecond Whirlpool Survey (PAWS) of M51
(i.e., 40 pc and 2 km s−1), while also rebinning to 0.6′′
pixels. Basic tests demonstrated that the flux in the orig-
inal data was fully preserved in the convolution. We then
ran CPROPS on the smoothed data cubes and constructed
a new NGC 300 GMC catalog at 40 pc / 2 km s−1 resolu-
tion. Our smoothed sample ended up having 110 clouds
in total, of which 41 met the criteria established in Sec-
tion 4 for inclusion in the “final” sample (i.e., decon-
volved size larger than half the physical resolution, no
more than 10% beyond the primary beam FWHM, no
duplicate clouds between regions).
Figure 15 shows the size-linewidth relation for our
smoothed sample alongside that of the M51 GMCs from
Colombo et al. (2014), as well as our full resolution sam-
ple and Milky Way clouds from the GRS. The smoothing
process apparently shifts clouds along the relation de-
rived at full resolution toward higher size and linewidth,
but preserves the size-linewidth coefficient (the median
CR∆V = 0.43 km s
−1 pc−1/2 in the smoothed sam-
ple, with a 1σ scatter of 0.15). Our smoothed sample
has a median surface density lower than our full resolu-
tion sample: 45 M pc−2. This further exacerbates the
discrepancy in surface density between these galaxies’
GMCs. It is thus clear that spatial and spectral resolu-
tion are not responsible for the differences seen between
these GMC populations.
One alternative possibility is that in the PAWS anal-
ysis, GMCs are more often superposed along the line-of-
sight, leading to blending and potentially artificially in-
creasing measured linewidths (while not increasing mea-
sured sizes). While this is not out of the question,
Colombo et al. (2014) appear to be successful in recover-
ing GMCs that overlap spatially (see their Figure 3), and
so it seems unlikely that any super-resolution blending is
occurring at the level necessary to explain the differences
seen in Figures 14 and 15.
Finally, it is worth exploring the potential effects of dif-
fering sensitivity between PAWS (Colombo et al. 2014)
and the present work. They achieved a final sensitivity of
0.4 K per 5 km s−1 channel, while we achieve ∼ 0.13 K
per 1 km s−1 channel. They utilized an edge thresh-
old of 1.5 times the noise in their data cubes, while we
used a threshold of 2 times the noise (the EDGE param-
eter in CPROPS, meaning that in terms of channel noise
in K, we were a factor of ∼ 2.3 more sensitive (though
their wider spectral resolution means this discrepancy is
greater for lines narrower than 5 km s−1). However, we
note that (a) NGC 300 is at lower average metallicity,
meaning a higher median CO-to-H2 conversion factor is
required than for M51, reducing our relative effective sen-
sitivity to H2; and, (b) we observed the CO(2-1) tran-
sition, while Colombo et al. (2014) observed CO(1-0),
meaning our effective sensitivity is further reduced by a
factor of the (2-1) to (1-0) line ratio (approximately a
factor of 1.4 for the line ratio of 0.7 we used). Taken
together these effects add up to produce almost identical
effective molecular gas sensitivities between our work and
PAWS, assuming CO lines are not significantly narrower
than 5 km s−1. In addition, the extrapolation procedure
in CPROPS (theoretically) accounts for all emission out to
the 0 K contour, and so given sufficient signal-to-noise,
the algorithm should still recover a cloud’s full extent.
We thus cannot fully rule out observational effects pro-
ducing the results we discussed above, but based on these
calculations expect the effects of superposition and sen-
sitivity to be minor.
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Figure 15. The size-linewidth relation in NGC 300 (blue trian-
gles: 10 pc resolution, green triangles: 40 pc resolution), the Milky
Way (black open squares), and M51 (red circles). The GMCs in
M51 have a signficantly higher size-linewidth coefficient than those
in NGC 300 or the Milky Way. The fact that this offset persists
when we re-analyze our data at the same physical resolution as
the M51 data demonstrates that the difference is not simply due
to resolution, and is likely a real physical difference between the
environments in these galaxies. The blue solid line shows the fit
to our full resolution final sample, and the black dotted line is the
Milky Way relation (see Figure 9).
6.4. Midplane disk pressure
One local environmental factor that may affect GMC
properties in spiral galaxies is pressure due to the sur-
rounding ISM (e.g., Field et al. 2011; Hughes et al.
2013; Utomo et al. 2015). Pressure may act to con-
fine GMCs, increasing the level of turbulent support nec-
essary to stabilize a cloud, thereby increasing their ob-
served linewidths. Additionally, pressure may compress
GMCs, increasing their surface densities. For example,
Hughes et al. (2013) hypothesized that the higher pres-
sure in the ISM of M51 as compared to M33 and the LMC
explains the relatively higher surface densities of M51’s
GMCs. Utomo et al. (2015) argue that pressure-bound
clouds should have higher linewidths than clouds bound
by gravity alone. If this is the case, then the ISM pres-
sure in NGC 300 should be compatible with that of the
Milky Way to explain the similar GMC surface densities
and size-linewidth coefficient between these two galaxies.
To test this scenario, we have estimated the ISM
pressure in NGC 300 and the Milky Way. Following
Elmegreen (1989), we take the midplane gas pressure
PISM to be
PISM =
piG
2
Σg
(
Σg +
σg
σ∗
Σ∗
)
, (12)
where Σg and Σ∗ are total (atomic plus molecular) gas
and the stellar mass surface densities, respectively, and
σg and σ∗ are the corresponding velocity dispersions.
Since there have been no published direct measurements
of the stellar velocity dispersion in NGC 300, we make
a series of assumptions and substitutions to arrive at an
equation in which the right hand side consists entirely of
measured quantities. We first assume a self-gravitating
stellar disk with scale height h∗ = (σ2∗/4piGρ∗)
1/2, where
ρ∗ is the stellar volume density. In such a disk, Σ∗ =
2
√
2ρ∗h∗, and we can then substitute these two defini-
tions into Equation (12) to obtain
PISM =
piG
2
Σg
[
Σg + σg
(
Σ∗√
2piGh∗
)1/2 ]
. (13)
Note that this equation reduces to within a small cor-
rection factor of Equation (2) from Blitz & Rosolowsky
(2004) if one assumes Σ∗ >> Σg. Such an assumption is
reasonable in the center of NGC 300, but we choose to
use the full Equation (13) in our analysis as this assump-
tion breaks down beyond the inner galaxy.
To estimate Σg, we assume that the atomic gas dom-
inates the molecular gas over large scales, as is the case
in the Milky Way (see below). Westmeier et al. (2011)
mapped NGC 300 in the H I 21 cm line with the Aus-
tralian Telescope Compact Array, and modeled the gas
surface density as a function of galactocentric radius.
They found a nearly constant value of Mg ≈ 7 M pc−2
(including the contribution from He) out to 6 kpc, well
beyond the positions we observed in CO. They also used
Spitzer Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) data to compute
the radial Σ∗ profile of NGC 300. We use their results
(from their Table 2) for these two quantities. Westmeier
et al. (2011) also measured σg to be 10–15 km s
−1 across
the inner disk, with no trend with radius; we use the av-
erage of 12.5 km s−1 at all radii at which we compute the
pressure (0 to 4 kpc). There are no direct measurements
of the stellar scale height in NGC 300, however we use the
empirical relation between h∗ and maximum rotational
velocity vrot,max for spiral galaxies from (van der Kruit
& Freeman 2011, Equation (3)) to estimate it. For the
rotational velocity we again draw upon Westmeier et al.
(2011), who find vrot,max = 98.8 km s
−1. This yields a
stellar scale height of h∗ = 310 pc, which we treat as
constant with radius, motivated by the observed general
constancy of stellar scale heights in spiral disks (van der
Kruit & Freeman 2011, and references therein).
With all necessary variables accounted for, we present
the radial profile of ISM pressure in Figure 16. Pressure
decreases monotonically but only marginally with radius
from a value of P/k ≈ 8.4×103 K cm−3 at 0.9 kpc to 4.1×
103 K cm−3 at 3.7 kpc, where k = 1.38×10−16 erg K−1 is
Boltzmann’s constant. Propagating uncertainties gives a
median error of 1.3× 103. Since of the input variables to
Equation (13) only Σ∗ changes appreciably with radius,
it is the decrease in stellar surface density that drives our
derived midplane pressure trend.
In order to perform a salient comparison, we compute
the ISM pressure for the solar neighborhood of the Milky
Way in the same manner as for NGC 300. While it is dif-
ficult to measure macroscopic properties of our Galaxy
from within the disk, several studies have made efforts
to do so. Gould (1990) found Σ∗ ≈ 54 M pc−2, while
more recently, Bovy et al. (2012) derived a significantly
lower value of 30 M pc−2 for the solar radius. We take
the average of these two results as our best estimate for
Σ∗ in the Milky Way (noting the significant uncertainty).
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For Σg, we use the result from Kalberla & Kerp (2009),
who find Σg ≈ 10 M pc−2 at the solar circle (and also
find that it is relatively constant with radius, as it is in
NGC 300). To maintain consistency with the calcula-
tion for NGC 300, we do not incorporate the molecular
gas contribution, which is subdominant (approximately
1 M pc−2 (Dame et al. 1987; Heyer & Dame 2015)).
Malhotra (1995) measured the Milky Way gas velocity
dispersion to be 9.2 km s−1, independent of radius, and
we use this as our estimate for σg. Finally, we assume
a stellar scale height of 300 pc, the value for the thin
disk from Momany et al. (2006) (see also Kalberla et al.
(2014). Using these numbers, we find the ISM midplane
pressure at the solar radius is 1.2 × 104 K cm−3. Using
the lower or upper values for Σ∗ discussed above, and
incorporating the molecular gas gives us an approximate
plausible range of 8.5–19.8×103 K cm−3. Our result is
consistent with the modeled estimate of the kinetic pres-
sure at the solar radius by Boulares & Cox (1990), who
found P/k ≈ 104 K cm−3.
The ISM pressure in the Milky Way at the solar radius
appears to be consistent with that in NGC 300 within
3 kpc. If pressure plays a role in setting GMC prop-
erties, this is precisely what one would expect given the
similarities between the GMC properties in NGC 300 and
nearby Milky Way clouds. Since the latter galaxy is sig-
nificantly smaller (radial scale length of 1.35 kpc (Bland-
Hawthorn et al. 2005), as compared with 2.15 kpc for the
Milky Way (Bovy & Rix 2013)), in terms of scale lengths
our observations actually probe the range of radii not far
inside NGC 300’s equivalent of the solar radius. It is
thus perhaps not surprising that the stellar and gas sur-
face densities and velocity dispersions are similar in the
disks of these galaxies.
In contrast, M51 has an ISM pressure of 0.5–10 ×
105 K cm−3 (Hughes et al. 2013) – an order of magnitude
or more higher than in the Milky Way and NGC 300.
This provides a plausible explanation for the notable dif-
ferences in GMC populations – in particular, the higher
size-linewidth coefficient and higher average surface den-
sity. We present the difference in pressure between these
systems visually in Figure 16; see also Figure 13, which
shows the size-linewidth coefficient – surface density
plane. Taken together, these results suggest that pres-
sure potentially plays a key role in setting two important
empirical parameters of a GMC population: the size-
linewidth coefficient, and the characteristic mass surface
density. A similar argument was presented to explain
the differences between GMCs in the LMC, M33, M51,
and NGC 4526 (Hughes et al. 2013; Utomo et al. 2015).
This scenario also explains the size-linewidth coefficient
in the GMCs within the Milky Way’s Central Molecu-
lar Zone (CMZ), which is significantly higher than that
in the disk Oka et al. (2001), and even higher than in
M51. The pressure in the CMZ has been estimated to
between 5 × 106 and 1 × 108 K cm−3 (Spergel & Blitz
1992; Miyazaki & Tsuboi 2000), again quite a bit higher
than any of the environments discussed here.
Given the arguments above, it is also possible that local
differences in disk midplane pressure may contribute to
the distribution of points in the Σ - CR∆V plane within
our sample as well as the Milky Way cloud sample of
Heyer et al. (2009) (Figure 13), though we again note
Figure 16. Midplane disk pressure as a function of scaled galacto-
centric radius in NGC 300, calculated as described in the text. The
pressure decreases slightly with radius but is in the range P/k ∼ 4–
8×103 K cm−3 over the portion of the galaxy containing the GMCs
we study here. The pressure in the Milky Way at the solar radius
is shown as a blue square, and is similar to the pressures we find
in the inner NGC 300 disk. Radii for both galaxies are scaled by
the individual galaxy’s exponential scale length R0. The shaded
region indicates the range of midplane pressures in M51 calculated
by Colombo et al. (2014). The order-of-magnitude pressure differ-
ence between M51 and NGC 300 (as well as the Milky Way) may
potentially explain the differences in median GMC surface density
and size-linewidth scaling coefficient observed in these galaxies.
that our data favor the simpler explanation that the
trend reflects the combined effects of the Larson relations
in the presence of observational scatter. Furthermore,
given the decreasing pressure with galactocentric radius
we find in NGC 300, one might expect Σ to show a sim-
ilar radial trend. We do not see such a trend (Figure 7),
though the large scatter may be masking a weak un-
derlying dependence. Nevertheless, there could be real,
if minor, region-to-region differences in PISM that are
driven by non-axisymmetric processes in spiral galaxies
such as spiral arm density waves, bars, and streaming
motions, or highly localized events such as supernovae.
Given that our calculation of PISM is based on large-scale,
azimuthally binned measurements, further investigation
into this intriguing possibility is beyond the scope of this
paper.
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have utilized ALMA CO(2-1) interferometric ob-
servations of forty-eight 250-pc size (FWHM) pointings
in the general vicinity of H II regions to study the prop-
erties of GMCs in the nearby spiral galaxy NGC 300 at
the highest resolution (10 pc, 1 km s−1) achieved to-date
in an external galaxy beyond the Local Group. Using
the CPROPS algorithm tailored to be sensitive to GMCs
while recovering the full emission from all spatial scales
sampled (∼ 10 − 100 pc), we have identified and char-
acterized 250 clouds at high (> 10) signal-to-noise ratio.
We focus on a final sample of 121 well-resolved objects
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for the majority of our analysis. In particular:
1. The GMCs in our sample span a similar range in
physical properties to those in the Milky Way, with
sizes of 5–60 pc, linewidths of 1–10 km s−1, and
masses of ∼ 104 – 106 M.
2. Clouds show multiplicity and preferential cluster-
ing, with the vast majority of 250 pc sized regions
observed having 4–8 clouds. The median axis ratio
is 2.4, and 75% of the final sample have axis ratios
smaller than 3.5, demonstrating that clouds tend
to be more elliptical than circular in cross section.
3. Cloud properties show wide variation but no sig-
nificant trends with galactocentric radius or as a
function of whether or not they are located in a
spiral arm feature. We note that all the most mas-
sive clouds are located between 1.5-2.5 kpc, and
that our observations only sample the inner (ris-
ing) portion of NGC 300’s rotation curve.
4. The GMC mass spectrum above our sensitivity
limit of 8× 103 M is consistent with a truncated
power law with slope −1.76±0.07 and a truncation
mass of 9×105 M. This is similar to mass spectra
observed in the inner Milky Way and other galaxy
disks, but shallower than those in the outer regions
of galaxies.
5. GMC size and linewidth are well-correlated in NGC
300, with a power law slope of 0.48± 0.05. This is
similar to the relation observed in the Milky Way in
both slope and offset, suggesting a level of univer-
sality in cloud structure between these two differ-
ent galaxies. These results are consistent with the
hypothesis of compressible hierarchical turbulence
within the molecular ISM.
6. Virial and luminous masses are linearly correlated,
while the virial parameter ranges from about one
to two and does not appear to vary with any pa-
rameter we examined. These results suggest that
the vast majority of GMCs in our sample are grav-
itationally bound.
7. Cloud mass scales as size with a power law ex-
ponent of 2.00 ± 0.12, with the zero-point of
this relation denoting a median surface density of
61 M pc−2, slightly larger than that found in
Milky Way disk GMCs (40 M pc−2). The scat-
ter in the mass-size relation is large but similar in
magnitude to the measurement uncertainties, and
thus our results are statistically consistent with the
NGC 300 GMC population having a constant sur-
face density. This apparent constancy may reflect
a similarity in the general physical conditions be-
tween the disks of the Milky Way and NGC 300.
8. We find a correlation between the GMC size-
linewidth (i.e., velocity structure function) coeffi-
cient and surface density, similar to earlier studies.
We demonstrate that this observed trend can be
readily explained by the Larson relations holding
in the presence of observational scatter, in contrast
to previous interpretations that have suggested a
modification to these relations to explain this cor-
relation.
9. The general similarity between the NGC 300 GMCs
and clouds in the solar neighborhood suggests that
global galaxy properties such as stellar mass, mor-
phology, or average metallicity are not responsible
for setting the properties of the GMC population
in main sequence spiral galaxy disks.
10. We smooth our data to 40 pc and 2 km s−1 and re-
analyze it to show that the observed difference in
size-linewidth coefficient and median surface den-
sity between NGC 300 and M51 is not an artifact
of resolution, but likely a result of the different en-
vironments present in these galaxy disks.
11. We calculate the ISM pressure in NGC 300 and the
solar neighborhood and find that the range of val-
ues is similar in these two galaxies, but lower in
both cases than in the spiral M51 by more than an
order of magnitude. This variation in pressure may
help explain the clear observed difference between
GMC size-linewidth coefficient and surface density
in NGC 300 (as well as the Milky Way disk) and
M51. We confirm the results of previous studies
that suggest that ISM pressure is a key environ-
mental variable in setting GMC properties among
galaxies.
To further test the role of global and local properties of
galaxies in setting the characteristics GMC populations,
it is necessary to conduct additional high-resolution stud-
ies such as the one presented here in additional galaxies,
both on and beyond the star-forming main sequence. We
hope that ALMA continues its transformative role in con-
necting Galactic and extragalactic studies of the ISM and
star formation.
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APPENDIX
A. CPROPS PARAMETER EXPERIMENTS
The importance of the choice of cloud decomposition algorithm has been clearly demonstrated in the literature (e.g.,
Sheth et al. 2008; Wong et al. 2011; Hughes et al. 2013). The decomposition of data cubes into clouds clearly represents a
source of significant uncertainty beyond that captured in the bootstrapped uncertainties in cloud parameters. However,
this additional uncertainty is extremely difficult to quantify, as structures in one run of the decomposition algorithm
do not always map one-to-one to those in other runs. It is thus more instructive to look at statistical trends in the
population of clouds and in the scaling relations derived from that population. In order to test the effects of varying
key CPROPS parameters on derived cloud properties, we created multiple realizations of our cloud catalog. In particular,
we investigated (1) the use of the modified CLUMPFIND in assigning emission to clouds and (2) the effects of varying
SIGDISCONT (the parameter controlling the minimum allowable change in moments across a merge level). In this
Appendix we provide context for the parameter choices used in our analysis and explore the potential pitfalls and
uncertainties associated with the cloud identification algorithm CPROPS.
In assigning emission to the surviving clouds (the last step in cloud identification), CPROPS by default will only assign
emission to a given local maximum that is uniquely associated with it. This implies that for islands decomposed into
more than one cloud, some of the low-level emission will not be assigned to any clouds. While this is potentially useful
for determining the locations and properties of clumps and substructure within clouds, or for detecting clouds at low
resolution and/or signal-to-noise, this approach is not ideal for our goal of detecting and characterizing the full extent
of the star-forming molecular ISM. Furthermore, the flux loss can be severe, up to 50% or more in some cases, based on
comparisons we conducted between runs using this default method and runs using the modified CLUMPFIND described
below. To generate our cloud catalog, we instead apply a modified CLUMPFIND algorithm to assign emission to the final
set of local maxima that survive step (3) of the CPROPS workflow (see Section 3). In addition to assigning emission
uniquely associated with individual local maxima to those maxima, this approach also divides the watershed emission
between clouds in the island according to three-dimensional boundaries extending from the merge contours, assigning
all significant emission to one cloud in the island.
CPROPS also allows flexibility in defining how islands of emission are decomposed into clouds via the SIGDISCONT
parameter, and the choice can affect the derived characteristics of a cloud population significantly (e.g., Wong et al.
2011). As expected, increasing SIGDISCONT leads to an increasingly conservative cloud decomposition, resulting in
fewer clouds in the final catalog. We systematically tested SIGDISCONT values of 0, 1, 2, 5, and 999. The first of
these is equivalent to keeping every candidate cloud that passes the size and peak-to-merge threshold, while the last
amounts to keeping only the islands (i.e., no decomposition). We generate full cloud catalogs for each of these five
CPROPS runs and run our full analysis on each catalog. Table 5 summarizes the results of this experiment. We find
that median cloud size and mass increase very slightly with increasing SIGDISCONT, while median linewidth remains
constant. The decreased size and mass toward small values of the parameter reflect that complexes of emission of a
given size are broken up into more clouds, and thus each is smaller and slightly less massive.
The derived mass spectrum slope γ and cutoff mass M0 are both nearly monotonic functions of SIGDISCONT: γ
generally decreases with increasing SIGDISCONT, while M0 increases. The decrease in γ is only significant below
SIGDISCONT = 2; the slope is statistically identical above this value. The general trend likely again reflects the fact
that more aggressive decomposition effectively removes clouds from high-mass bins and adds clouds to low-mass bins,
leading to a steeper effective slope. Note that the formal uncertainty on γ is relatively similar across these different
CPROPS runs, in the 0.07 – 0.10 range in all cases. This means that the slope at SIGDISCONT= 0 is only marginally
different from that at SIGDISCONT= 999, given the mutual uncertainty.
The Larson size-linewidth exponent is essentially the same for each run in the experiment, to within the uncertainties,
which are about 0.05-0.06. However the Pearson correlation coefficient gets gradually smaller (i.e., a worse correlation)
the more aggressive the decomposition scheme is (i.e., the lower SIGDISCONT). This likely reflects a combination of
decreased dynamic range (as large clouds are replaced with multiple smaller clouds) and over-decomposing clouds
(i.e., mistakenly dividing a single cloud into sub-objects). The Larson mass-size exponent is significantly steeper for
SIGDISCONT= 0 and 1, and quite different from that for the higher SIGDISCONT values. The major effect here is likely
again over-decomposing clouds. Again the Pearson correlation coefficient decreases as the decomposition becomes
increasingly aggressive.
Ultimately, since we are interested in the global properties of entire GMCs and not the substructure within them,
we select the most conservative value for SIGDISCONT of 5 which still separates clearly different clouds that happen
to overlap in space or velocity. This choice was further motivated by inspecting the integrated intensity images and
channel maps for the cubes produced by each run of CPROPS, in which we note that more aggressive decomposition
schemes (i.e. lower SIGDISCONT) lead to often arbitrary decomposition, separating into multiple clouds objects that
appear to be continuous by eye. We choose SIGDISCONT= 5 instead of 999 because there were some cases where overlap
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Table 5
CPROPS Parameter Experiments
SIGDISCONT # Cloudsa Resolved cloud Median(R) Median(∆V ) Median(Mlum) Mass spectrum Larson exponents
fraction (pc) (km s−1) (104 M) Slope M0(M) R−∆V R−Mlum
0 367 0.54 12.4 3.5 1.60 −1.91 3.37× 105 0.61 2.73
1 352 0.54 12.6 3.5 1.61 −1.86 3.46× 105 0.52 2.52
2 286 0.51 14.3 3.5 1.68 −1.74 6.01× 105 0.46 2.09
5 253 0.51 14.4 3.5 1.67 −1.76 8.97× 105 0.48 2.01
999 233 0.49 15.0 3.5 1.67 −1.72 10.38× 105 0.49 1.97
a not including duplicates or clouds with central pixel beyond the primary beam FWHM
Table 6
Effects of added noise
nσ RMS noise Nislands Nclouds Total Mlum
a Most massive cloud properties
(K) (105M) peak SNR R (pc) ∆V (km s−1) Mlum (M)
0 0.13 7 10 12.2 48 28.7 7.8 7.3× 105
0.2 0.16 7 10 11.8 40 40.0 7.5 8.8× 105
0.5 0.20 7 8 10.6 30 34.5 7.5 8.0× 105
1 0.26 5 5 8.8 20 27.1 7.5 6.9× 105
2 0.39 2 2 7.1 13 26.7 7.4 6.5× 105
5 0.78 0 0 0.0 0 · · · · · · · · ·
a in GMCs across the region
occurs at very low contour levels, and so a conservative but reasonable value of SIGDISCONT was warranted.
As noted by Wong et al. (2011), the choice of a conservative value of SIGDISCONT preserves CO emission that is
spatially correlated over large scales as single structures and thus spans a range of parameter space similar to that
seen in Milky Way GMC studies (e.g., Rice et al. 2016). Note that our basic conclusions remain unchanged provided
we use SIGDISCONT ≥ 2 (2 is the default CPROPS value).
Finally, to explore the effects of varying noise levels on derived cloud properties, we have conducted an additional
experiment using our highest signal-to-noise data cube, that of DCL88-77. We created multiple realizations of this
cube by adding pixel-level random Gaussian noise to each, corresponding to additional noise of 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5
times the signal-free RMS noise level of the original cube. We then ran CPROPS on each realization and compared
the cloud identification and characterization across the set of runs. Table 17 presents a summary of the results of
this experiment. As noise is added, progressively fewer clouds are identified, the total mass in clouds decreases, and
the mass and size of the largest GMC fluctuate slightly as pixels are differently assigned to different clouds in each
realization. Changes do not become severe until 1σ added noise (i.e., double the initial noise), at which point only
half the original clouds are identified, and about 70% of the original mass in clouds included. We argue that at noise
levels below this, the cloud properties are robust in a statistical sense.
To demonstrate why the properties of the most massive cloud change, we show in the left panel of Figure 17 the
CO integrated intensity image of the realization with 0.2σ added noise in grayscale and the CPROPS cloud boundaries
in contour. The red ellipses show the FWHM sizes and orientations of the identified clouds. In this realization, the
cloud labeled “1” in the original image has now been subsumed into what was previously labeled cloud “3” and is in
this image labeled cloud “1”, while former cloud “2” has been split into clouds labeled “2” and “3” in this realization
(compare with Appendix C). The remaining cloud identification appears to hold between the two realizations. While
this may appear to be a drastic change, the overall effects on the GMC masses and sizes are modest. The right panel of
the Figure shows the mass and size of the GMCs identified in each realization, where each symbol-color pair represents
one GMC, and lines connect matched GMCs between realizations. The masses and sizes of some clouds matched by
position between realizations can either increase or decrease based on the results of the identification, and occasionally
a cloud present in one realization is not present in another. However, the portion of mass-size space spanned by the
set of clouds in a given realization is relatively constant. We thus conclude that while the cloud identification and
decomposition procedure can lead to some uncertainty in individual cloud properties, the statistics of the population
are robust to added noise, provided the noise is not more than about 50% more than the original noise level in the data
cube. This again underscores the importance of high signal-to-noise in extragalactic observations of molecular gas.
B. DECONVOLVED SIZES AT THE LIMIT OF SPATIAL RESOLUTION
As noted in Section 4, the deconvolution of the spatial beam from the measured size can result in corrected sizes
that are formally much smaller than the beam size. The spatial deconvolution is defined as
σr,dc = [(σ
2
maj,ex − σ2maj,beam)1/2(σ2min,ex − σ2min,beam)1/2)]1/2, (B1)
where σex refers to the extrapolated spatial moments, σbeam is the beam size, and “maj” and “min” refer to the major
and minor axes of the cloud. Note that these generally are not the same as the beam major and minor axes, and
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Figure 17. Left: CO(2-1) integrated intensity image of the 0.2σ added noise realization of DCL77 in colorscale, with contours showing
the outlines of the clouds detected by CPROPS. Red ellipses show the FWHM sizes and orientations of the clouds. The cloud labeled “1”
in this figure contains additional emission previously assigned to a separate object. Right: mass vs. size for the added noise realizations.
Each symbol-color pair refers to a realization with some amount of added noise, from 0σ (the original cube) to 2σ. Lines connect spatially
matched clouds between realizations. The mass and size of matched clouds fluctuates as noise is added and cloud identification changes,
but the overall statistics of the population remains similar, at least until 1σ added noise.
must be determined by solving for the beam dimensions along an arbitrary angle. This procedure is performed in the
version of CPROPS implemented here.
For spatial moments similar to the beam size, the deconvolved spatial moment (and thus the size) can become
vanishingly small. Furthermore, uncertainties in the size are not directly accounted for in the deconvolution, rendering
the deconvolved size unreliable and potentially unphysical (if the extrapolated size minus uncertainty is smaller than
the beam, as is often the case). In practice, these considerations simply reflect the difficulty in determining the true
size of a marginally resolved object (i.e., one where the measured size is very close to the beam size). The effect is most
pronounced for clouds with very small (corrected) size. We show in Figure 18 the ratio of measured to corrected size
plotted against the corrected size, which demonstrates that below the beam resolution, the ratio becomes progressively
larger (note that the beam size is ∼ 10 pc for our observations at the distance of NGC 300). In particular, below about
5 pc the ratio is often larger than a factor of two, or even higher. Since it is in practice not possible to fully correct for
this effect, we instead discard clouds with measured sizes below 5 pc from our final sample. We still do include these
clouds in the GMC Mass Spectrum (since their masses should be accurately determined) as well as the full catalog.
Note that a deconvolved size smaller than the beam size is not in itself unphysical: a point source would be observed
as a source with size exactly equal to the beam size, while a resolved source with observed size only slightly larger
than the beam could have a deconvolved size smaller than the beam.
The effect just described is only a major issue for the size, and not the linewidth or luminous mass. In the former
case, the spectral resolution (1 km s−1) is significantly smaller than even the smallest linewidth, and so the correction
factor is typically quite small (and the corrected linewidth is never smaller than the resolution). For the mass, there is
no deconvolution involved, as resolution does not directly limit the ability to measure CO intensity (and thus estimate
mass). The extrapolation procedure is quadratic for the mass (as opposed to linear for the size and linewidth), and can
be significant: the median correction is 32% with respect to the extrapolated mass (see the right panel of Figure 18).
It is particularly important for low-mass clouds, in which a large fraction of the flux can reside near cloud boundaries.
RL06 showed that with signal-to-noise greater than about four, this correction allows the recovery of essentially all
flux in model clouds.
C. GMC MOMENT 0 IMAGES
In this appendix, we present CO(2-1) moment-0 (integrated intensity) images of all 48 regions we observed with
ALMA. Each panel shows a different region, with the name indicated in the upper left. The colorscale shows the full
CO cube integrated over the full range of velocities in which GMCs have at least one voxel, or over 20 km s−1 centered
on the H I velocity in the case of regions with no detected clouds (DCL6, DCL115). Contours show the CPROPS cloud
boundaries and the integrated intensity within the GMCs. The red ellipses and numbers indicate the individual GMCs
in each region. The ellipse sizes and orientations reflect the observed major and minor axis lengths and position angles
for each cloud. The green circle on each panel represents the ∼ 26′′ (FWHM) primary beam of ALMA (we do not
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Figure 18. Left: ratio of measured to corrected (i.e., deconvolved, extrapolated) size for all resolved clouds in our catalog. Due to the
nonlinear nature of the spatial deconvolution of the beam, this ratio becomes significantly greater than unity below the beam resolution.
The vertical red line indicates 5 pc, below which the ratio typically exceeds 2:1, and which is our chosen cutoff for inclusion in the final
sample. Right: ratio of measured to extrapolated luminous mass. The median correction is 32% and can be slightly more significant for
low mass clouds, where a sizable fraction of the mass resides in the outer regions of the cloud. This correction is essential for ensuring
recovery of the total cloud mass.
include clouds more than 10% beyond the primary beam FWHM in any of our analysis).
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Figure 19. ALMA 12CO integrated intensity maps of the 48 regions observed with ALMA in grayscale, with CPROPS-identified GMCs
overplotted as black contours. Contour levels are in integer multiples of the integrated intensity RMS noise beginning at 1σ. The colorscale
shows the integrated intensity of the full primary beam-corrected data cube over the velocity range containing GMCs, in linear stretch
from 0 Jy km s−1 to 80% the image maximum. Red ellipses show the FWHM sizes and orientations of all CPROPS clouds, and numbers
refer to the cloud designations listed in Table 7. The synthesized beam in each image is indicated by the ellipse in the lower left. The large
green circle in each panel indicates the APEX 27′′ (∼ 250 pc) FWHM pointing from Faesi et al. (2014).
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Figure 20. CO integrated intensity images, continued.
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Figure 21. CO integrated intensity images, continued.
ALMA View of GMCs in NGC 300 29
Figure 22. CO integrated intensity images, continued.
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Figure 23. CO integrated intensity images, continued.
ALMA View of GMCs in NGC 300 31
Figure 24. CO integrated intensity images, continued.
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Figure 25. CO integrated intensity images, continued.
ALMA View of GMCs in NGC 300 33
Figure 26. CO integrated intensity images, continued.
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